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"Ivory
Tower"
4. theme
canceled
due to
criticism

SDS convention unites activists

By Corinn Perry
cperry@ups.edu
News Writer

The diversity theme, "Rebuilding the Ivory Tower,"
was suspended by the diversity
committee, headed by Yoshiko
Matsui and senior Carolyn
a Ham, on Nov. 14.
The Ivory Tower is a metaphor widely used in the media
for academic life, in particular,
collegiate life. It denotes ignorance and being detached from
the real world and a homogenei of wealth and whiteness.
The theme was selected last
year in the spring in a committee of staff, students and
faculty
selecting the theme
we realized that it was not perfect, but it was most useful for
theirgramming," Ham said.
e purpose of 'Rebuilding
the Ivory lower' was that we
wanted to change our conceptions of what it meant to be
an academic community into
something more open and a
more inclusive way of bein
a university," Ham said. "We
wanted to rethink who really
works and studies here."
Yet some objected to the
theme, creating a controversy
which was only resolved by the
suspension ot the theme last
month.
"I think the tower symbolized elitism and isolation and
those are some things that can
happen, especially in a small
liberal arts college," freshman
Andrei Kozlov said. "I think
one of the parts of diversity is
not withdrawing yourself and
that goes economically, socially
as well as racially."
The theme turned out to
be quite controversial, and a
number of students and a staff
SEE
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The Tacoma Students for a Democratic Society hosted a Northwest convention Nov. 30 through Dec. 2, featuring workshops on
topics from legal rights to port militarization to street medic training, the topic under discussion in the above photograph.

Bristow named Washington prof of year
By Jessica Bruce
jbruce@ups.edu
News Editor
In recognition of her professorship and scholarship, history
professor Nancy Bristow was
selected as Washington state's
Professor of the Year.
Bristow said the award was
really a "team award" for the
university reflecting her sense
that "colleagues, administrators, staff and students are a
part of anything I accomplish."

"It's a huge honor because I
work at a university that has
so much talent," Bristow said.
"I'm a representative of the
kind of education that goes on
here."
The award, sponsored by the
Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching and
the Council for Advancement
and Support of Education, is
given to one teacher from each
state each year.
Bristow's nomination packet
included evaluations by 1J' resident Ronald Thomas, Aca-
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History professor Nancy Bristow is Washington state's Professor of the Year award. She has been with UPS since 1990.
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demic Vice President Kristine
Bartanen, colleagues and students. Bristow also included
a personal statement for the
nomination.
"This is my 30th year at University of Puget Sound and I
can say with confidence that,
while I have had the privilege
of working with many excellent teacher-scholars, there are
few who have accomplished
the breadth of effectiveness or
earned the depth of admiration
that Nancy Bristow has won,"
Bartanen said in her evaluation
of Bristow.
"It's very humbling," Bristow
said. "To 'De honest, it's embarrassing even."
Bristow traveled to Washington, D.C., in mid-November
to receive the award. Bristow
said her interaction with honorees from across the country
as well
the award sponsors
•
were"inspiring."
nspiring.
"I was in a room full of people who spend their time trying to facilitate education and
to convince the country that
education matters," Bristow
said. "It makesyou realize that
the function of an award like
this is to recognize how much
work there is to do." She said
she "left with a continued sense
of responsibility to always do
her best."

"I have a real sense that I've
got to live up to what was
announced about me to the
world," Bristow said.
Bristow had to miss two days
of classes to attend the ceremony, which she said made her
"profoundly uncomfortable,"
though she noted that the inspiration she gained was worth
the trip. Her mother attended
the ceremony as her guest.
Bristow is reputed on campus for her enthusiastic teaching and scholarship, which is
clear in the way she describes
herEpedagogy.
"E very interaction has meaning for other people," Bristow said describing teaching
courses, communicating with
students and grading assignments. "You don't mess around
with that."
Bristow said her aim is to
make education accessible
and to engage students with
their educations. Knowledge
of history, Bristow said, allows
students to engage democraticonj.
"Something I worry about is
making education accessible to
any student," Bristow said. "I
want to make an environment
so that any student could feel
that this university is a place
where they belong and can do
SEE
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Group highlights local AIDS problem Registrar •
sees no
•
spring
schedule
problems 4)

By Jessica Bruce
jbruce@ups.edu
News Editor
Loggers for Global AIDS
Prevention, an ASUPS club in
its first year, hosted two events
last week to raise awareness for
World AIDS Day. The events
were specifically focused on the
local impact of the AIDS pandemic in Pierce County.
An "HIV 101" presentation
on Nov. 28 featured speaker
Brigette Beisner, a case worker
from the Pierce County AIDS
Foundation. Beisner spoke
about some HIV/AIDS basics, such as how the disease is
transmitted, but the core of her
talk was about the impact of
AIDS on those who live with
the disease,
among
the Pierce County
County population
that she works with.
Beisner explained the role of
pharmaceuticals in stopping
the pandemic and in prolonging the lives of its victims. She
described what it is like to be
unable to work due to AIDS,
about trying to manage relationships when one is infected
with I-HV and about the lack of
funding and support for AIDS
victims.
"She talked a lot about her
experiences in the 70s and
80s when it was first becoming a problem, and she talked
about the daily realities faced
by people living with AIDS,"
said sophomore Shira Goldstein, president of LGAP. "It's
not just drug*ies and homeless
people, but it s people who live
normal lives that are infected
with this disease."
"Her presentation was very
relevant because it brought to
life the issues of HIV in Pierce
County and around the country, and she really spoke on a
personal and individual level,"
Goldstein said. "She really
spoke to the audience as someone who had been through
what we as students are going
through now - she had been
a student, she had experiences
with drugs, and she knows what
it's like to be out on the social
scene and around drugs and
what can come of that, because
her friend died of AIDS."
Beisner's commitment to
AIDS stems from the death of
a close friend. When Beisner
found out about her friend's
death, she wrote to the friend's
father and promised to try to
address the AIDS problem.
Because she works with
AIDS victims in Pierce County, Beisner was able to address
local issues, such as about Tacoma's efforts to cut down on
homelessness and how this is
complicated by the fact that
many of Tacoma's homeless
have AIDS.
However, Beisner stressed
that even after working for ten
years with people who have
AIDS, no one can ever know
the full weight of living with
the disease without experienc-

By Kapiolani Street
kstreet@ups.edu
Assistant News Editor
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Brigette Beisner, began working at the Pierce County AIDS Foundation as an intern and volunteer. Since 1999, she has worked as a case manager and is a sex educator at "The WetSpot."

ing it for themselves.
"Pierce County has the largest HIV positive population
in Washington state, and we
also have a huge meth problem," Goldstein said. "Knowing that HIV is really high in
Pierce County is important because people on campus don't
necessarily realize it because
of our backgrounds. It's kind
of a shock factor that I think
people need to hear."
Goldstein is also appreciative of the global nature of the
AIDS pandemic. She formed
the club this year after having spent part of the summer
in Ghana, where she built an
HIV testing clinic. The club
will helppromote awareness
and raise funds for the clinic,
while promoting education
about AIDS as both a local and
global problem.
"I'm always very surprised
when I find out how little people actually know about HIV,"
said senior Marcos Goldstein,
vice president of LGAP. "That
was corroborated by the lecture, when some people didn't
know what fluids transmit the
disease. If we are a population that is getting a very expensive education and yet don't
know what HIV is, what about
the community members who
don't have our resources?"
"I think there's no excuse for
people not to know what's going on with AIDS in the world
and locally," Goldstein said.
"It's been going on since before
most of us on this campus were
born, so we should have some
knowledge. But I think people
don't think it will affect them."
On Dec. 1, LGAP also
hosted an open mic night in
the Rotunda, commemorating
World AIDS Day. Goldstein
said that most World AIDS
Day events she has been to are

memorials, but she wanted to
have a more inspiring event to
recognize work that has been
done to stop the pandemic.
"People can join in educating
their friends, Marcos Goldstein said. "They can break
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Red ribbons adorned the trees outside the Wheelock Student
Center in recognition of World AIDS Day.
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prejudices and spread the facts.
And less than five minutes
away from campus, there's an
organization [PLAF] that's in
incredible need of volunteers."
-Jessica Bruce wishes the sequoia
had holiday lights to match its ribbon.
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There have been no signifi- •
cant post-registration problems
reported according to University Registrar Brad Tomhave.
uring registration for the
spring 2008 semester, which
began on Friday, Nov. 9 and
concluded on Friday, Nov. 16,
the university "had one technical problem during registration and it was our own fault,"
Tomhave said, "We were updating the curriculum database
as part of our normal work
during registration when we
unintentionally locked one of
the data tables during graduate
student registration.
"The students who were
registering over Cascade certainly noticed that the registration program slowed and then
stopped responding," Tomhave
said, "With the help of the Office for Information Services,
we released the lock and service improved as seniors began
to register."
The registration process begins with graduate students
and post baccalaureate students then continuing undergraduates. Registration priority
for seniors, juniors and sophomores and graduate students is
based upon the number of units
each student has obtained,
while registration priority for •
freshman is based upon Passages orientation groups.
The number of-courses provided for each discipline is
based upon enrollment trends
over previous semesters.
"The schedule is built upon a
previous schedules and trends
in enrollment are analyzed
from previous years," Tomhave
said. 'Additionally, we must
also consider the availability
of faculty, classrooms, and any
special facilities a class might
S
need."
If the enrollment limit is met
then students who would still
like to take the class are placed
on a wait list.
According to The Logger,
"During the pre-registration
and open registration periods, •
students may wait-list one or
two closed classes. As spaces
become available in closed
classes, wait-listed students
will be registered into them."
As spaces become available
in closed classes, wait-listed

•

•
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Admin still unsure of `WF' grade policy success
By Kapiolani Street
kstreet@ups.edu
Assistant News Editor
A revised Withdrawal Grades
• policy
that was passed by the

•

•

Academic Standards Committee (ASC) on January 18, 2006
has been implemented as of fall
2006.
The process of revision, which
began at an Academic Standards Committee meeting on
March 25, 2005, wasproposed
by then Senator DeMarais.
"The process began when
the Faculty Senate charged the
Academic Standards Committee with reviewing the polic
on withdrawal grades [and]
the Senate was concerned
about possible inconsistency in
the assignment of Withdrawal
and Withdrawal Fail grades to
students after the fourth week
of class," University Registrar
Brad Tomhave said, "The text
of the policy seemed to allow
more latitude for interpretation
than may have been intended."
The 2005 Logger stated "after the fourth week of the fall
and spring terms, a grade of
`W' may be granted by the instructor if a student completes

DIVERSITY
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member complained to Ham.
"Not a word was spoken
about the theme until October," Ham said. "Then e-mails
were sent in about not understanding the meaning of the
theme and about demands that
the theme be changed."
According to Ham, there were
three main points of complaint
from the e-mails. The first was
that the term "ivory tower" is a
racist term, and the word "rebuilding" was construed as being "recreating" as if that type
of exclusiveness was trying to
be recreated. The second was
that the term "ivory tower" is
a negative descriptor of academic life for the media, and
some did not want that phrase

official withdrawal procedures,
if there have been unusual circumstances beyond the student's control and the student's
work has been of passing quality),
The motion to revise the
Withdrawal Grades policy
failed. Following the motions
failure, a subcommittee was
formed to study the issue during_the summer of 2005.
Through the process of revising the policy, the ASC compared its Withdrawal Grades
policy with that of twelve other
universities, including Colorado College, GonzagalJniversiPacific Lutheran University,
Reed College, Seattle Pacific
University, Seattle University,
Washington State University,
University of Washington,
Whitman College, Whitworth
College, Willamette University
and Williams College.
The ASC continued its discussion of the Withdrawal
Grades policy during the fall
of 2006 on the basis of a report
from that subcommittee.
According to the Final Report
for the 2005-2006 Academic
Year, "The end results were
revisions of the Withdrawal
Grades and Re-registration for
CONT. FROM PAGE I

associated at all with the UPS
academic experience. The third
complaint was that the theme
was 'oppressive to elephants."
The names of those who complained were not disclosed by
the diversity committee.
"In order to focus on the programming, which is far more
important than the theme,
we decided to abandon the
theme," Ham said. "I would
encourage people to come to
the programs."
Anyone can contact the diversity committee at dty@ups.
edu or attend meetings on
Wednesday at 1p.m. in the
Student Diversity Center.
Corinn Perry wishes she lived in
a tower. A castle tower.

the Same Course policies in
the Academic Handbook."
According to the 2007-2008
edition of The Logger, "A student who finds it necessary
may terminate his or her responsibility for a course or for
the entire program by completing a withdrawal form obtained from the Office of the
Registrar. If the withdrawal
procedure is not followed, appropriate grades in all courses
will be assigned. Students who
withdraw will receive 'W' or
`WF' grades, depending on the
date of withdrawal and other
circumstances."
Revisions to the Re-registration for the Same Course policies also took place.
According to the 2007-2008
edition of The Logger, "A student may repeat a course one
time. This policy allows students to take a course again to
improve a grade or to complete
a course for which the student
previously received a W or WF
grade. Both courses and grades
remain on the student's permanent academic record. Me
course with the higher grade
is included in unit and grade
point average calculations. If
one of the assigned grades is

a W, then the other assigned
grade is used in unit and grade
point average calculations. If a
student attempting to improve
a grade earns the same grade
again, then the more recent
grade is included in the appropriate calculations."
A summary of revisions, outlined in the Final Report for
the 2005-2006 Academic Year
from the ASC, includes an extended period for withdrawal
with an automatic 'W' through
the sixth week of classes.
"The revised policy extended
the period for an automatic 'W'
grade from the fourth week of
the semester to the sixth week
of the semester," Tomhave
said.
Another change includes the
introduction of a deadline at
the end of the twelfth week of
classes beyond which a faculty
member cannot assign a W.
"During the seventh through
twelfth weeks, an instructor
may assign a 'W' if three conditions are met: the student
completes the official withdrawal; there have been exceptional circumstances beyond
the student's control; and, the
student is passing at the time of
withdrawal or the exceptional

BRISTOW
well." She said the award ceremony allowed her to reflect on
"what we can do as an institution to open our doors as wide
as possible."
Bristow expressed how much
she loves her students.
"It's really
really all about them,"
she said.
a teacher, you
spend a lot of time thinking
about what works. Teaching
is a learning process too, and
that's what males it fun."
Bristow's specialty is 20th
century American history, emphasizing race, gender and social change. She is currently
researching influenza in the
U.S. and has previously published on the Spanish influenza epidemic of 1918 and social

Kapiolani Street is up to date on
the Withdrawal Grades policy.

CONT. FROM PAGE I

engineering during World War
I. -In the spring semester, she
will teach American Experiences II: 1877-Present, Doing
History: An Introduction, and
African American Voices: A
Survey of African American
History.
She said her interest in history was sparked during her
undergraduate education at
Colorado College, where she
took a course entitled "England: Age of Kings."
"It suddenly became clear
that history was about people
and that they were fabulously interesting," Bristow said.
"[Professor George Drake] was
so good at it that 1 realized this
is what I want to study. Then I

SCHEDULE
students will be registered into
them.
w "If a class closes because the
enrollment limit is met, and a
student does not have the option of another section of that
class, then students are encouraged to add their names to the
wait-list," Tomhave said. "Al, though we cannot promise that
space will be made available
to all wait-listed students, we

circumstances are preventing
the student from passing the
course,"Tomhave said.
"New is a requirement for the
student to explain the extenuating circumstances, in writing,
to the instructor," Tomhave
said.
During weeks 7-12, a student who is passing but must
withdraw from class due to
extenuating circumstances beyond the student's control need
only substantiate that in writing to the instructor. After the
12th week, the student must
make the case for extenuating
circumstances in aetition
p
to
the Academic Stand-ards Committee.
"This process is similar to the
process in the existing Medical
Withdrawal and Emergency
Administrative Withdrawal
policies," Tomhave said.
According to the Final Report for the 2005-2006 Academic Year from the ASC,
"[The ASC has] endeavored
to reword the Withdrawal
Grades policy so misreading is
less likely."

took U.S. history and that just
blew my socks right off"
Jessica Bruce is sad she never will
get to take a history class at UPS.

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/WHITNEY HOLT

Nancy Bristow is UPS' fourth
winner of this award.
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

do study the wait-lists in relation to the number of sections
we offer of wait-listed courses,
the enrollment limit of those
courses, and to identify any
student who might need a particular class to graduate."
Once the semester begins,
the wait-list is no longer in effect; students must go through
the regular add/drop procedure
in order to add courses.

"Connections courses are an
example where students are on
wait-lists,"Tomhave said.
According to the UPS Graduation Requirements and Core
Curriculum, a Connections
course is "a course used to develop an understanding of the
interrelationship of fields of
knowledge."
Connections courses are
normally taken after comple-

tion of all other university core
requirements, in the junior or
senior year.
"Connections courses seem
to be popular with students; as
can be seen, most of the Connections courses are closed and
have a wait-list,"Tomhave said.
"After the students complete
the Connections Core requirement, we have noticed that
many take one or two addi-

tional Connections courses to
apply toward the Upper-Division Graduation Requirement.
We take that into consideration
when reviewing wait-lists so
we can make sure that there is
a course for students who need
Connections for the Core."
Kapiolani Street already has her
spring schedule hanging in her room

Not Ready for the LSAT?

Security Report
The following incidents occurred on campus and were reported to Security Services
between Nov. 27 and Dec. 3:
The Art department reported the theft of about 3 pounds of expensive glaze from a secured
area in the building. The person responsible for the theft appears to have re-filled the container
with a foreign material in an effort to disguise the act.
Two students reported her bicycles stolen from the Schiff Harrington breezeway. Both bicycles, a Gary Fisher Yahoo and a Main brand mountain bike, were secured with a cable style
locks. In one case it appears suspects cut or broke the railing the bicycle was secured to.
Please contact Security Services at extension 3311 if you have any information about the
incidents described above. All information is kept confidential. Security will be providing
the annual semester break vehicle parking program again this year. Please contact Security no
sooner than two days before your departure if you need to leave your vehicle on campus over
the break. All vehicles left on campus must be registered with this program and parked in the
designated area.
Courtesy of Todd A Badham.

We are the Steven Klein Company, LSAT Specialists. After 18
years and 4,500 students, there probably isn't anyone who
knows more about this test or how to teach it than we do. That
is why Steven still teaches all his own classes. That is why you
should call us.
Our nine week course features 36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions, seven mock exams and assistance with the
application process for the reasonable price of $1095.
We can answer any LSAT question — let us prove it. Call now for
a free seminar.
206-524-4915
Steven Klein Company
www.stevenklein.com
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"HEY YOU," pavement by
Kilworth—thanks for the
brownies.
"HEY YOU," little man. I
know you wouldn't.
"HEY YOU," lover, sorry I
got you sick! It was worth it
though!
"HEY YOU," Loggers, you
can get up and do something. Support our school!

Wanna write a Hey You?
Send your call outs to:
trailheyyou@ups.edu
Rules:
No names or identifying
descriptions (j ersey
numbers, initials, etc.)
Must be submitted
weekend prior to
publication.
Please refrain from
profanity and slurs.

"HEY YOU," don't hold
the cafe door open and have
a 5 minute conversation.
It's damn cold outside, and
we're all freezing inside!
"HEY YOU," Why don't
YOU do something?
"HEY YOU," Ima stab you!
"HEY YOU," professor,
I'd like to see you read this
many pages by next class.

"HEY YOU," hot pi phi
girl, thanks for the hall talk.
"HEY YOU," rockin
CVPers, yes we are THAT
cool, especially on the Wall
of Love!
"HEY YOU," sarcastic

"HEY YOU," physics, why
are you the Devil?
"HEY YOU," the tiny walrus sniffs all Mexican foods
on Saturdays.
"HEY YOU," brother, start
being nice to mother; it's
nearly Christmas!
"HEY YOU," I didn't come
back because I didn't want
him, but because I wanted
you more. Figures.
"HEY YOU," PSO, you
suck for trying to take Snu's
house.
"HEY YOU," give me back
my shirt...and my virginity!!!!
"HEY YOU," acorn, my
fingers smell like shrimp.
"HEY YOU," lets screw the
milk, get the pudding and
shoot the puppy.
"HEY YOU," I wish I'd
never had sex with you in
all those positions!
"HEY YOU," why don't you
start treating me like your
girlfriend and not as an
afterthought?

"HEY YOU," wait, we're
dating?
"HEY YOU," dancing
through life, you are wicked!
Thanks for making UpStagem so much fun this year!
"HEY YOU," 4th annual
Holiday cocktail party...
yeah seniors!!
"HEY YOU," make up
your mind. I'm starting to
get sick of notdating and
notnotdating.
"HEY YOU," just because
you have huge boobs doesn't
mean you can talk shit
about people all the time.
Knock it off!
"HEY YOU," who wants
me to get a haircut. I've
heard it before; go sit in a
tree by yourself

"HEY YOU," what
does skeet skeet and flossy
flossy mean?
"HEY YOU," Up Stagemyou're going to rock on
Monday for your review.
"HEY YOU," my bearded
ogre...let's mate.

•

"HEY YOU," stop locking
your bike to mine.
"HEY YOU," at least you
have a bike.

•

"HEY YOU," dispatcher,
karma's a bitch and so are
you.

"HEY YOU," sweatermagic.
"HEY YOU," it's freezing
cold!
"HEY YOU," Sparta!
"HEY YOU," the people,
what do you want?
"HEY YOU," Ron Thom
is sad you didn't come to
Outburst. :- (
"HEY YOU," crew boy...I
like you!
"HEY YOU," guy with the
café; stop staring at people
and do something.

"HEY YOU," Pt floor Rege- •
ster—you guys are fantastic.
"HEY YOU," couple who
can't stop f"*ing, I'm not
closing my window, so...
yeah...

•

"HEY YOU,"Tacoma Police, stop harassing protesters.

•

"HEY YOU," stop wearing 7's, you're making them
trashy.
"HEY YOU," readers, The
Trail is for your reading
pleasure. Don't be hatin'
where hatin' ain't due. Peace.

Sudoku

3

8
23

"HEY YOU," ninjas, give
me back my diamonds!
"HEY YOU," the burrito
was never intended for you.
It was for my friend, and
my friend alone.

"HEY YOU," ICE ICE
tear it down, si se pude si se
pude.
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"HEY YOU," TP3 pee-er
who never flushes the toilets. You should drink more
water, your urine is very
yellow and I have heard that
causes kidney stones. Just
looking out for ya.

Broken-Social-Scene loving Minnesotan, this is the
2nd sem. we've been in the
same Engl. class and I still
have a crush on you. Notice
me!

"HEY YOU," denim on
denim is a huge no no.

8

2

Rules:
Fill every row, column, and 9 unit box with numbers 1-9, using each number only once.
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*Letter to the Editor: Response to Palestinian lecture
As a 1987 graduate of UPS
and former Trail contributor
who now works as Christian
media analyst for the Committee for Accuracy in Middle
East Reporting in America
(CAMERA), I feel obligated
to respond to the article regarding Dr. Raja Tanas'presentation on the need far a
Palestinian state ("Lecturer
$ advocates Palestinian state"
Nov. 30, 2007).
The article states that President Harry Truman spent no
"more than ten minutes" considering documentation "stating the approval of a Jewish
state in Palestine." While the
passage is unclear, it is likely
that it is a reference to Truman's decision to recognize
Israel minutes after it declared
independence on May 14,
1948.
,d, The implication that PresiIF dent Truman recognized Israel
on a lark is laughable and misleading. The future of the Jewish people was one of the primary issues before the United
Nations after World War II. In
1947, UNSCOP, the United
Nations Special Committee

on Palestine, recommended the U.S. and in the interna- (UNHCR) has found homes
that the British Mandate be tional community - with the for millions of refugees from
partitioned, or divided into exception of the Arab world. other conflicts since its cretwo states — one Jewish, one Even the Soviet Union sup- ation in 1951, while the population of Palestinian refugees
Arab. A partition -plan was ported Israel's creation.
The article's discussion of the has quadrupled under the
approved by the UN General
Assembly on Nov. 29, 1949. "right of return" is also mis- United. Nations Work and
(Arab leaders rejected the par- leading. It makes no mention Relief Agency (UNWRA),
tition plan, swore to destroy of the approximately 1 mil- established in 1949 to deal
with their plight.
Israel, and tried
(To find out why
to accomplish
the UNHCR has
this goal by attacking Israel
Take a look at the prohibitions against Christian wor- been able to do its
the day after ship in Saudi Arabia, the intimidation of Christians job and UNVVRA
Israel declared in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, the harassment and has not, readers
consult
independence.)
murder of Coptic Christians in Egypt, and the slaugh- should
KushDuring the ter of Christians in Sudan and then ask yourself, why Arlene
UN's &libera- would Jews in Palestine be treated any differently than ner's article "The
UN's Palestinian
tions, President these beleaguered populations?
Refugee ProbTruman promlem" available at
ised Chaim
Azure's website
Weizmann (one
of the world's leading Zionists lion Jews forcibly ejected from (http://wvvw.azure.org.i1/) for
and the first President of the Arab countries in the Middle more information.)
Contrary to what Dr. Tanas
State of Israel), that the U.S. East and from the West Bank
would support partition.
and Gaza Strip_ during and apparently suggested, the isThe upshot is this: Truman after the 1948 War. In short, sue is not whether Israel will
knew what he was doing when the Palestinian refugee prob- accept a Palestinian state, but
he recognized Israel in May lem was created not by Israel, whether the Arab world will
1948, and the American peo- but by its Arab neighbors that tolerate a Jewish state. Israel
ple and Congress supported attacked it. The refugee prob- offered the Palestinians a state
him. Support for the creation lem was exacerbated by the Six of their own at Camp David
of a Jewish state after World Day War, in which Israel de- in 2000, but Yasir Arafat said
War II was strong throughout fended itself against countries no, and did not make a counter offer, and praised suicide
preparing to destroy it.
Palestinian and Arab lead- bombers during the Second
ers, with the connivance of the Intifada.
Palestinian leaders are still
international community, have
worked to keep refugees state- struggling with the notion of
less by denying them citizen- Jewish sovereignty Saeb Ership and by obstructing efforts ekat, chief negotiator for the
to build permanent homes PLO recently answered this
for them. By way of compari- question telling Radio Israel
son, the United Nations High that "no state in the world
Commission on Refugees has connects its national identity
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to a religious identity" (This
is a blatant lie. Officially Muslim and Christian countries
abound.)
Lastly, Dr. Tanas's support
for a two-state solution to the
Arab-Israeli conflict ignores
the mistreatment suffered by
religious and ethnic minorities
throughout the Middle East,
the Gaza Strip and the West
Bank included. Anyone who
thinks a single-state solution is
workable needs a reality check.
Take a look at the prohibitions
a_gainst Christian worship in
Saudi Arabia, the intimidation of Christians in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip, the harassment and murder of Coptic Christians in Egypt, and
the slaughter of Christians in
Sudan and then ask yourself,
why would Jews in Palestine
be treated any differently than
these beleaguered populations?
I leave students at my alma
mater with two questions they
should ask all commentators
about the Arab-Israeli conflict. First, do the Jewish people have a right to a sovereign
state in their historical homeland? Second, can the Arab
world tolerate a Jewish state
in the Middle East? These two
yes-or-no questions are at the
heart of any honest discussion
about the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Dexter Van Zile, Class of 1987
Christian Media Analyst,
CAMERA
dexter@camera.org

Letter to the Editor:
Venezuelan Elections
On Dec. 2, millions of citizens of one of the most resourceful countries in the world
rushed to the voting polls to
either support or reject a constitutional change proposed by
President Hugo Chavez. Some
of them waited in line overnight to express their right to
choose.
Venezuelans said NO to this
constitutional change with a
sliht majority of 51% to 49%.
Had it passed, the reform
of the country's constitution
would have awarded Chavez
(among other less controversial
rights) unlimited presidential
terms, allowing him to head
the country for as long as he
pleases.
Moreover, it would provide
the government authority over
private property, annulling the
current right of every individual to own goods and real estate, and it would have centralized power giving Chavez the
authority to choose whomever
he wants to govern the regions
and states without the peoples'
vote.
Sunday night, people awaited
impatiently for the results of
the referendum that would define the future of the country.
The process happened without
major problems.
Individual reports claimed
that some of Chavez' supporters had more than one ID and
voted more than once, and
some automated machines experienced technical problems.
Preliminary results were sup-

posed to be given around 9
p.m. However, it wasn't until
1:15 in the morning when the
government finally announced
the results.
Fortunately, the amendments
did not pass.
Almost immediately, the celebration began. People started
parading the streets of major
cities screaming, dancing and
lighting fireworks.
This is the first victory for
those who have opposed
Chavez' project in the nine
years that he has been president.
I personally anxiously waited
to see where the election would
lead my family's future. I could
not imagine going home to a
house that would no longer reflect my mother's life-long efforts; a house that we could no
longer call ours.
It was a delight to see the student bodies of the many public
universities of the country publicly advertising their disgust
toward the reform.
Students the same age as us
here at UPS took the responsibility of leading a strong
enough opposition group that
could avoid the devastating and
antidemocratic repercussions of
this reform.
Chavez, a firm follower of
Fidel Castro, started his political career in 1992 when he
led a failed coup against the
Venezuelan government of the
time presided by Carlos Andres Perez.
He was sent to prison until

1994 when the newly elected
president forgave him for the
crime.
Four years later, he was elected president with 56 % of the
population's vote. Now, he attempts to change the constitution of the country for the
second time. However, the
population did not agree with
the radical twist of his new
proposal.
In the last year, Chavez has
conducted some less than polite international politics, triggering the mostly quiet Spanish
King to tell him to shut up in
the middle of a discussion with
the Spanish president during
an international meeting.
He has also closed any sort
of communication with the
government of Colombia after President Uribe called him
out on negotiating with the
Guerrillas, and he is not a fan
of President Bush (though I
wouldn't blame him for that).
The main concern of the Venezuelan population is the possible isolation of the country
from all other economies, just
like Fidel Castro's regime is.
The rejected proposal does
not mean that President Chavez
has lost any of his influence; it
just keeps him from turning the
country into the radical socialist, borderline communist state
that he envisions...at least for
now
Marcos Goldstein, Senior
Dual citizen of the US and
Venezuela.
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Writer's strike pauses valued entertainment •
By Shaheen Shingu
sshingu@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
This Writer's Guild
Strike better
end pretty
soon because
I am sick
and tired of
watching
reruns.
Actually, I honestly don't
even have cable because as a
poor writer myself, I cannot afford it. But,
I
digress.
Let's get to
the
basics,
shall
we?
Here is some
background
information for your
reading deli ht.
W hen
"video tapes"
hit the market in the
70s, eager
consumers
gladly forked
over to $100
er tape.
Many of
you may not
know what
these "video
tapes" are.
If you don't,
simply type
it into Wild-

pedia, the most reliable source
for academic information.
During this time of wonder
at the greatness of these "video
tapes,' the Writer's Guild negotiated a modest 0.3% cut of
the cake for every movie sold.
They thought it was a pretty
fine deal. However, historians tell me that as the cost of
VHS media vastly dropped
soon thereafter, writers realized they had shot themselves
in the foot.
Many ofyou have probably
encountered "video tapes" and
not realized it. For example, I

often gloss over them, whilst
digging through Hollywood
Video's 5-for-$1 bin. If any of
you out there have had similar experiences, you may have
also noticed that video tapes
have been largely replaced by
the more economic "Digital
Video Disc" (or "DVD" for you
techies out there).
Unfortunately for writers,
DVD sales went up and their
small cut of the cake stayed the
same. As media started being
released on DVD or through
internet downloads (instead of
being syndicated), writers were

This writers strike
has gone on too long.
Initiate Plan R!

eventually roughing it financially.
Any reasonable person sees
that it's pretty daffy and unfair
to essentially cut t he source of
all your material out of the financial circle because of some
loophole based on a archaic rule
that ignores the progression of
technology I don't want to get
too derivative here.
Consider this: Former Disney CEO and tyrant overlord
Michael Eisner has said of the
strike: "I've seen stupid strikes,
I've seen less stupid strikes, and
this strike is just a stupid strike."

He went on to say that writers
were striking for a nonexistent
[revenue] flow." Eisner was
the leader of Disney, and Disney has given all of us some of
our most treasured childhood
memories. And shame on any
of you if you want to argue
with him. On the other hand,
if people stopped believing in
things that didn't exist, Disney
would be FUBAR and Michael
Eisner would be a nobody.
In the plus side, Last Call
With Carson Daly, one of the
most intellectually provocative
late night talk shows ever, has
resumed production, despite
the small complication of the
strike. But, having seen Daly's
Yes, Plan R. Get me
show, I know the
lack of writers
Regis Philbin. I want
is probably not
going
to hurt
to be a millionaire .
them. That guy
seriously sucks.
On the minus side, there's
not going to be
anyone to write
Hayden Panettiere's tearful
and self-important monologue
about saving
dolphins in Ja-

•

SEE
STRIKE PG 7
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Africa in poverty
Beyond college South
A UPS student's view of a strongly divided economy
By Seth B. Doherty
sdoherty@ups.edu
Opinions Writer

will be done. For some of my
friends, and for some of you
reading this, it is six months. I By Isabelle Eyre
am having trouble imagining a
day when I do not have some ieyre@ups.edu
To those classes to attend on Monday Opinions Writer
of you out morning, or at least the fastthere in the approaching fall.
Sometimes I have
class of2008,
It is exciting, going out and
the arrival of being a supposed "contributa
difficult
the Gradua- ing member of society," but
time
untion News- at the same time it is mildly
derstanding
the places
letter signals unnerving. I remember dursomething: ing freshman orientation, one
Americans
choose to go
they are letting us go. We are ofthen dorm mates spoke
going to be thrown out into positively about our newfound
on vacation.
the cold to
freedom. I Mexico, for example, an incredfend for ourresponded, ibly popular tourist destination
selves. This
As unnerving as it may occa- "Yeah, it is and home of many American
leaves us with sionally be howe ver, I have faith like the real ex-patriots, is also home to
a question we that most of us will be fine.
world without poverty and social issues galore.
are starting to
the responsi- It is strange to me that people
be asked frebility." Soon, can fully enjoy a vacation to a
quently:
it will be the country that is not first world.
"What are you doing next actual real world. We will be The few times I have been to
year?"
living our lives without the su- Mexico, I remember feeling an
A number of my friends and pervision of parents, RAs, or incredible amount of sadness
and even a little guilt, thinkI have decided to give the an- even a Dean of Students.
swer: more school. This, along
For those of us going straight ing about the strangeness that
with other easy answers like into the job market, the situa- people a few miles south of the
Teach for America, is matched tion seems even more daunting; United States could be living
with a slightly more unnerving for despite all of this quality in such abject poverty.
Now imagine that kind of
one:
liberal arts education, I am be"I don't know... uh... get a ginning to realize that knowing social disparity within a counjob?"
a little about sixteenth-century try and you'll understand the
When did this happen?" I Mexican history is not a mar- feeling the country of South
have found myself asking, "Are ketable skill in twenty first- Africa provokes.
I visited South Africa over
we really adults?" I have been century United States.
the Thanksgiving period, and a
in school of some sort since I
was five, and in three years I
SEE REAL LIFE PAGE 7 country that I had never held

3 days of
class left!!!

•

Seward
graffiti

any great interest in, drew me
into its complex social issues.
Of course, most people have a
broad understanding of Apartheid, but the huge disparity between the rich and the poor, the
black and the white, is as alive
there as it has almost ever been.
The nature of my trip was not
that of a tourist, and I stayed in
an almost entirely white suburb
of Capetown. Walking around
the area, if you had not known
you were in Africa it could have
easily been a town in England.
The only difference is the huge
number of gates and locks on
everything — and the firm advice that you not go anywhere
byyourself, ever.
South Africa has the world's
worst crime rate, and the social
situation of the people who live
there is a direct factor in the
attitudes of those criminals.
In the city center, I went to a
huge, expensive shopping mall,
all the while thinking about the
endless slums less than three
miles away. The idea that these
two things can be in such close
proximity with each other is
unreal to me. In the United
States we have poor and rich
people, but we also have a large
middle class. That middle class
is almost non-existent in Capetown. Interestingly, the city

Snow

•

is a popular destination for
middle-class Europeans, particularly Dutch and German
tourists. You will even find a
few American tourists around
and about the city.
There are some spectacular
natural wonders around this
area, such as the Cape of Good
Hope, and Table Mountain, a 0
plateau that surrounds the city.
I am still surprised that Capetown is one of the biggest tourist destinations in the Southern
Hemisphere. I am even more
surprised that South Africa
will be hosting the World Cup
in 2010.
Even though it is wildly
recognized that the situation
in this country has vastly improved, only half resembles a
first world country. Visiting
this place has ignited interest in its current social problems, rather than the history
of its past issues. I also believe
that people think the battle in
South Africa is done and over,
when there are still huge, glaring problems that need to be
addressed in that country. I've
begun to turn my eyes to other
social situations in countries
and I realize that the rebuilding process is just as tumultuous as the journey to freedom.
Isabelle Eyre is not African.
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It's a mad world As temperatures decrease
By Alex Goya

•

agoya@ups.edu
Opinions Writer
`Uneventful' is seldom a word
used when
describing
anything to
do with air
travel. So
I wasn't exceptionally surprised as I rode
the bus to Seal ac Airport this
Thanksgiving break while I
quietly jammed to Turboneo's "Party Animals" album
content to ignore the sweaty
guy sitting next to me or the
middle aged woman who was
staring at me from the other
side of the bus), a woman in
her thirties wearing a bandanna approached the bus driver
when the bus stopped demanding that another rider be
thrown off.
"He has to go," she proclaimed. "He" being some
random dude in the back who
apparently made some sort of
"overweight comment" that
was "rude" and "not appropriate." A whole bus full of people trying to make it to their
flights so that they could see
their families for Thanksgiving,
and this lady was asking that
the bus not move so that some
form of security could drive
over and haul the dude out. I
turned up the volume. It didn't
help. I could still hear the lady
whine while the buts driver (a
commendably reasonable man)
kept trying to find out if she
really wanted to wait for the
cops. Eventually a compromise was reached and the dude
(thankfully) apologized for his
tasteless joke so that the lady

could sit down and merely huff
and puff about her righteous
victory.
Maybe I'm just a cold, heartless man with no regard to
the suffering of others, but
haven't our expectations of society become a tad ridiculous?
That woman chose to ride on
the crowded and notoriously
sketchy Pierce County public
transportation system, and she
is amazed that she has to deal
with the antics of other people.
Yes, if you go outside there are
people there, and no, they will
not all agree with your particular point of view. Political correctness has become a running
joke, but only one muttered in
private. At some point along
the line in America's quest to
be equitable, someone decided
that we were also entitled to
a sense of good feeling about
whatever quirks that had previously made people hate us.
The first track of Offspring's
"Ixnay On The Hombre" album is a disclaimer. Warning it
declares, "This album contains
explicit depictions of things
which are real, commonly
known as life." It's sarcastic to
an extreme, but maybe not so
far off As an individual, ask
yourself this: does the "freedom of speech" really infringe
upon "the pursuit of happiness"? Some people act like
they've never been so offended
or embarrassed before, that
they can sue because of something that made them look bad
or feel bad, and that it's their
god-given right to never deal
with it.
Perhaps I should grow up and
hold my tongue, or perhaps I
should cut my hair so you can
read the disclaimer tattooed on
my forehead.
Alex Goya is mad at the world.

outside, they're rising indoors
By Cara Munson
cmunson@ups.edu
Opinions Co-Editor
It is getting really
cold outside
these days.
As in so
cold I am
really glad I
have a very
nice warm
jacket and a scarf. On top of
a sweater. And a long sleeve
shirt. And another shirt."
Layers really are the key to this
time of year here.
The only problem is that once
I get to my classrooms, it feels
as if I've stepped into a tropical
jungle. I have to strip off three
layers simply to be comfortable
inside. The thermostats are set
to about 70 degrees or higher in
most of my classrooms, something I find to be completely
unnecessary.
On one hand, it can be kind
of nice to step into a warm, cozy
building after trekking across a
frigid campus, but when you
spend more than a couple minutes inside and begin to sweat,
something is terribly wrong.
But there is more than just the
hassle causing me problems
here; it is the inefficiency and
unsustainable nature of it.
While here on campus the
temperatures are set to 70
degrees or above, the typical
indoors temperature setting
is about 68 degrees. This is a
fairly comfortable temperature for most people. Seeing
as most of us would have layers
on and be warm from walking

REAL LIFE

On one hand, it can be kind
of nice to step into a warm, cozy
building after trekking across a
frigid campus, but when you
spend more than a couple minutes inside and begin to sweat,
something is terribly wrong.

each building. At Middlebury, changing the temperature from 7D to 68 in just a few
buildings saved $48,616 over
the course of only five winter
months (for more information
on this, go to www.ups.edu/
climateaction.xml). That is a
lot of money! Plus, it means

o*
0
0

we wouldn't be using as much
natural gas, therefore lowering
our greenhouse gas emissions
significantly.
If I recall, UPS seems to be
keen on combating climate
change, no? In fact, the President s Climate Change Initiative, which President Ron
Thomas signed this past year,
mandates that we reduce our
carbon footprint.
The first step is one simple
little act of turning down the
thermostat to a lower temperature than normal. But this is
something that would be great
beyond sustainability — we all
would be slightly more comfortable in class without the
huge wardrobe change each
time we entered or exited a
building. Plus, there is a bonus
for professors! Without super
warm classrooms, fewer students will be likely to nod off
to sleep from being so cozy. At
least, so I would expect.
Cara Munson likes the cold because it reflects her soul.
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CONT. FROM PAGE 6

While I planned for to go to law school for
quite some time, I only made the decision to
apply last summer. That summer four years ago
I was already visiting colleges. I do not know,
but suspect I speak for a lot of us when I say that
this literal adulthood snuck up on us.
As unnerving as it may occasionally be however, I have faith that most of us will be fine.
Those who came before us made the transition fine, and I already see signs of us turning
toward that future and making _something of it.
I just finished taking the LSAT, my housemate
is already sending off his applications to graduate schools, and tor those of us not putting off

the inevitable and entering the work force, the
"I don't know... uh... Get a job?," is turning to,
"Get a job, I might have some ideas." When we
are thrown out to fend for ourselves this spring,
we will be able to fend for ourselves quite well
and honestly, I am not sure our ability to fend
for ourselves would have been so self-evident
four years ago. I guess we have learned something afterall.
Seth Doherty will never grow up. His favorite movie
is Peter Pan and when he says he is going to law school he
really means Neverland.

STRIKE
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across campus, a temperature
lower than 70 seems to be in
order. Therefore I think it is
completely reasonable to turn
the thermostat down a few degrees.
By changing the temperature
to 68 degrees, the university
could save a lot of money for

"Harry, come back to bed. Trust me, he'll be out all night!"
He sees you when you're sleeping. He knows when you're awake...
ELLIOT TROTTER

CONT. FROM PAGE 6
Announcing The Writing Excellence Awards

pan. I'll really miss that one.
And who's going to write
all the scripts for reality TV?
Those fools would be lost if
there wasn't someone behind
the camera dictating reality to
them with cue cards and silent
hand gestures.
Who's going to pay the 5
that wrote Saw 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,, 6,
7 and 8? If people don't get
their monthly dosage of fresh
new ways to kill people, they
might try tog,et too creative for
themselves. That wouldn't lead

anywhere good. Plus, I'm pretty sure if that writer doesnt get
his paycheck soon he's going
to go Jigsaw all over corporate
Americas tail end. Watch out
Michael Eisner — I'm pretty
sure he goes for the greediest people first. Other people
who might want to watch out:
Donald Trump, Richard III,
Scrooge McDuck and Kenneth Lay. Rumor has it that he
already got that last one.
There s no real way to transition into a good closing state-

Orchestra
concert

ment on what seems to be a
pretty obvious point. The writers are asking for around 2.5%.
I'd suggest that you old businessmen just give them what
they want if you want to keep
making money too. However,
as a final note, if that additional
production cost gets passed on
to the consumer, I will crap my
pants (in anger). After I've
cleaned myself up, I'll just go
download it for free.
Shaheen Shingu writes for free.
Comedy Central please hire him.

SUB
poverty

Prizes of $250.00 will be awarded in 6 categories
to nine student winners.
Any paper submitted for a single course taken at Puget Sound in
Spring, Summer, or Fall of 2007 is eligible.
Entry forms are available in
The Center for Writing, Learning, and Teaching (Howarth 105/109)
and on the web site at

www.ups.edu/CWL/writingexcellence.htm.

Deadline: 5:00 p.m. Wednesday, February 6,
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One of the most elusive aspects of UPS's history, The Hatchet,
There is almost nothing about it on ups.edu , and the glass box
mary on "the lore of The Hatchet" There is a reason for

•

DISCOVERY
& HATCHET RUNNING
In igo8, while tearing down a barn on 6th and Sprague (the location of the old campus), a group of
seniors found an old carpenter's hatchet. The axe was given to the class of 1908 as a graduation gift and,
to commemorate the event, they carved their graduation year into it. As they graduated, the senior dial*
passed it on to the junior class of 1909. The tradition of passing The Hatchet continued until the junior
class became impatient, and began stealing the hatchet from the seniors. It was then that "Hatchet Running" began.
Hatchet Running has specific rules. The people in possession of The Hatchet must display it in a public area (which is a group of 50 people or more) for one full minute. Usually, after the first few seconds,
running would occur, as other people would attempt to steal The Hatchet. If a new group obtained •
possession of The Hatchet, they had to display it. Hatchet Running was outlawed in the mid-196os, when
The Hatchet was broken in an attempted theft. The head became separated from the handle, and the
handle shattered into several pieces. The handle was replaced by the administration, but as a result,
Hatchet Running was deemed illegal by ASUPS and the administration. Once running became illegal,
The Hatchet began to disappear for months or years.
•
The effort that students put into Hatchet Running became more and more daring as the years progressed, ultimately leading to the pivotal damage. The Hatchet was tossed between moving cars, hung
above the altar in Kilworth Chapel, tossed across rooftops, and once was hidden in a hollowed-out book
in Collins Memorial Library One memorable stunt in 193o featured a student attempting to steal The
Hatchet during a hatchet-returning assembly at what is now Norton Clapp Theatre. The student rushed
the stage, grabbed The Hatchet, and scrambled to a window where he was supposed to throw it to a
friend, but the friend never showed. The student jumped out of the two-story window and broke his leg.
He attempted to run after that, but was apprehended by security.
At the longest, The Hatchet went missing for sixteen years, before being mailed back to former UPS
president R. Franklin Thompson, after he had retired. The package arrived anonymously, save for a
Florida return address.

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/WILSON BAILEY
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Junior Class Pulls Boner;
Other Element Pulls Handle
By Leonard Dochert The *ire student body seemed to row tense as senio r
c lan president Bob Minthtti called junior class president Caro l
Todd to the front of the chapel. There were a 'few whispered
words and then chapel was dismis sed.
That's all that is concrete. The

remaining details are a little hazy.
-idently Todd contacted her right
hand man. Dick Eckert, who proud the hatchet out from
radiator in the front
U where it was hidden.
ker
"approached - by
up of underclassmen. He either ,
handed the hatchet handle to one
of them or vainly struggled with
e t4atchet pec-urea e,, set tst tt
In either case the juniors got
when the head and handie were in one
he hatchet without the handle! "Oh,
piece.
can always put a new handle on
states Miss Todd, The fact that ,
re is as much tradition connected since he now posses the handle. dedares it the property of the Class
the handle as there is with
of 1950.
ratchet head itself. doesn't seem
Most significant fact
E
to her,
'JUNIORS MUFFED ITI!
that Paul Diamond, who
as in n the most minute details
affair, can either call himself Juniors To Honor Seniors
a freshman or a sophomore! (Good At Baccalaureate Breakfast
Delicious food plus a good prok!) However, after much cletibtam on the subject, the gentle- gram is promised at the annual
question has decided to Junior-Senior breakfast honorin::
hirnseff as a fre,liinan, and the seniors to he held before Bac-.
' calaureate services at First. MethoT
Church at 9 a. rn. next Sunday
hl Beat Is Off Beam
accordins.; to Bette Harold
that our - Off Beat"
n
of the breakfast.
not only off the
If you sign up early to let us
the beam in snaking
now you're coming, we can promise
in statement in the April !
'ou good food and not navy beans.
24 issue of the Trail. CPS does
actions Maisie Harold, publicity
N
own Pappy's Cabin.

i
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The Trail, May 19, 1947

The ASUPS le a ders wit h t he "retu rne d "

Madeleine Ringham • Features Writer • mringham@ups.edu
Brandon Lueken • Guest Writer • blueken@ups.edu
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TRADITION OR SELFISHNESS?

41

Rumor has it that someone claimed to have The Hatchet and arrarq
meet representatives from UPS at a gas station, who planned to pay fo i
return. In the end, however, the person refused to give it back. The Hai
is surrounded by controversy; there are debates as to whom it reallebc
to. Some say it should be displayed for everyone to see and enjoy, beca
belongs to the whole campus. Others say that the most important part
Hatchet tradition is that it circulates around campus from student to s i
and that putting it in a case defeats its purpose and history Since the o
was stolen, security has gotten tighter. The case has been strengthened
make the contents harder to steal, and the alarm system has been Alp
but is that enough? If the replica gets stolen, it may be the end of The
et's, replica or otherwise, public appearances for life.
Callie Johnson • Features Writer • cmjohnsor
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RECENT HISTORY
as been passed down by word of mouth from student to student.
next to the rotunda has only a simple and briefly-worded sum:his. The Hatchet has a controversial and mysterious past

The staged return of
the replica hatchet in
2006.

The Hatchet was returned after a long absence in
1998. It was then that a glass box was commissioned
to house the precious artifact. In April of 2001, during the Foolish Pleasures film festival, someone
staged a fight across campus to distract security, and
then used a sledgehammer to break the front glass
and take The Hatchet. It was returned mysteriously
a few months later. The previous glass was replaced
with bulletproof Plexiglas, along with a complex
alarm system.
Despite these extra security measures, The atchet was stolen from underneath everyone's noses
during graduation weekend of 2002. It was there one
morning and gone the next. There was no broken
glass, none of the alarms had been tripped, but The
Hatchet was still missing. It's the last time the University has seen the original hatchet.
Madeleine Ringham • Features Writer • mringham@ups.edu
Brandon Lueken • Guest Writer • blueken@ups.edu

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/VAN PHAM

•

THE REPLICA

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/SAM ARMOCIDO

When The Hatchet was returned in 1998, roughly 15o photos were taken by school photographer, Ross
Mulhausen. In 2005, ASUPS executives Alex Israel and Ryan McAninch commissioned a replica of The
Hatchet to be made, using those photos, by a master props maker in Seattle, at a cost of $2,400. However,
once they had it, "they didn't know what the hell to do with it," Brandon Lueken, former Editor in Chief of
the Trail said. The replica was passed to the 06-07 ASUPS executive, Van Pham, who unveiled it by having
someone rappel off of Baker Stadium during the half time of the Homecoming football game that fall.
The man, a hired pawn, waved The Hatchet around before being apprehended by Tacoma Police Department and security services. The Hatchet was expedited to its safe house, where it could be viewed by all of
campus. At the time "a lot of people didn't think it was the real hatchet because it was a small carpenter's
hatchet, not a big manly hatchet," Lueken said.
Last October, Lueken broke the story that ASUPS had commissioned a replica hatchet, asking the student campus to comment on the importance of the tradition. Unfortunately, no one chimed in. Many
students suspected something slippery, as the initial return felt staged. Since that time, no attempts have
been made to steal The Hatchet.
Madeleine Ringham • Features Writer • mringham@ups.edu
Brandon Lueken • Guest Writer • blueken@ups.edu
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SPECULATION:
WHERE IS IT NOW?
As for the real Hatchet? There have been
several rumors over the years as to its whereabouts. Past ASUPS presidents have worked
hard to try to find it, but to no avail. One rumor
is that Sigma Chi alumni associated with the
controversial Internationalist magazine are in
possession of The Hatchet and refuse to return
it, based on a grudge with ASUPS. Every election, there have been rumors that if the "right"
candidates wins, The Hatchet will make its
return. At this point, two hatchets could complicate the Hatchet Running tradition.
When asked if he thinks people have lost interest in The Hatchet, Lueken responded, "not
some diehards."
Madeleine Ringham • Features Writer • mringham@ups.edu
Brandon Lueken • Guest Writer • blueken@ups.edu

@ups.edu
ASUPS PHOTO
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The Best Movies of 2007 •
August Rush
The story begins in an orphanage home in New York
where a young boy, the lovechild of two musically talented
individuals, has an extraordinary gift. He is able to hear
music all around him and turn
everyday sounds into beautiful symphonies. He knows his
parents always wanted him and
that it is up to him to find them
somehow.
Yes, I have to admit that
the beginning sounds a little
cheesy, but the movie was uplifting and motivational. The
boy finally makes his way to
New York City where he learns
to play music from a homeless
man (played by Robin Williams). He then makes his way
to Juilliard School, where he is
able to find his father (heartthrob Jonathan Rhys) Meyers
and his mother (the stunning
Ken Russell). It's definitely a
movie that leaves you smiling.
Although the story is unbelievable it has all the elements to
make an entertaining movie:
pretty music, romance, and a
cute story to believe in. Gina
Tzodikov
-

Beowulf
Anyone who read my review last week will know that
I loved this film. The story of
an ancient Viking warrior who
battles the ugly monster Grendel, his rather more attractive
mother, and a fierce dragon,
ranks high on the cool-ness
scale. All the characters are fun
to watch and listen to, and the
fact that they are motion capture instead of live action to me
just made them more distinctive and interesting.
I liked the little details of this
film: the beginning scene in
the mead hall has plenty of fun

where but down. What makes
Ultimatum my favorite action
movie ever is that, somehow, it
only goes up.
I find the Bourne movies so
delightful because they are dementedly focused. The action
is tense and unornimented,
allowing the audience to appreciate the energy of the film
without any distraction. The
plot is similarly restrained. It is
interesting without being ponderous, and once it has served
its purpose (to set up the next
action scene), it gets out of the
way. Frankly, I find it difficult
to believe that a more perfectly-crafted example of the genre
will ever exist. Nick Martens
-

The Darjeeling
Limited

IMAGE COURTESY: ALLMOVIEPHOTO.COM

"Ratatouille's" lead rat, Remy, gazes in wonder at the Eiffel Tower.

as he is both accessible and endearing in his naivety. "Into the
Wild" uses creative film techniques and an excellent soundtrack to shape an adventure
film based on more than just a
good story -Elyssa Dahl

Wes Anderson has my heart.
No Country for
If he asked me to marry him
tomorrow, I would probably
Old Men
say yes. His hair is a little preThe Coen Brothers have
tentious, but that's pretty easy done it again. They have blown
to fix. Aside from that, I think my mind (right through the
what made this movie secure back of my head). No Country
a spot in my favorites was the for Old Men (based on a Corpreceding short film, "Hotel mac McCarthy novel of the
Chevalier." Everything about same title) upholds the Coens'
it was quintessentially, metic- formidable reputations as two
ulously-designed Anderson. of the most talented men in
However, since it was only Hollywood. The movie is about
about thirteen minutes long, two men, a bunch of dead bodthere was no overload of visu- ies, a truck full of drugs and a
als or character development. briefcase full of money.
This made it both stronger and
The movie is shot brilliantly
more charming in its own col- and all of the actors are excelorful, darkly comic way.
lent.Javier Bardem is the scariAlthough not as well written est bad guy in recent memory,
as his previous movies like "The a ruthless psychopath who kills
Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou" people with a pneumatic cattleand "The Royal Tenenbaums," gun, based on his own twisted
"The Darjeeling Limited" was and arbitrary set of principles.
enthralling. With regulars like Josh Brolin is the vi llain's
Owen Wilson, a guest appear- quarry; a hunter who stumbles
ance by (who else?) Bill Mur- across two million dollars in a
ray, and scenery as lush as In- drug deal gone bad and takes
dia, there was no way this could the money. He spends the rest
have tanked. Maggy Curran
of the movie trying to keep the
money without gettinghis entire family murdered. The plot
is brilliantly woven and the
story told extraordinarily well—
one of the Coens' best efforts to
date. -David Tveite
-

PHOTO COURTESY: 2NIGHT.IT

The three brothers of "Darjeeling Ltd." pray at a shrine in India.

The Bourne

Ultimatum
After watching the first action scene in The Bourne Ultimatum—a tight, suspenseful
sequence of Jason Bourne trying to save a journalist's life by
guiding him to safety over the
phone—I wondered how the
movie could possibly go any-

-

•

This Is England
Shane Meadow's This Is England illustrates the life of the
young Shaun (Thomas Turgoose), a boy living a dismal
life in a shabby English town.
Before he hooks up with a
group of skinhead friends, he
gets picked on by just about every person he comes into contact with, from his schoolmates •
to the grocer. His newfound
friends are not the neo-Nazi
skinheads you may be thinking
of; they come with more of, a
playful SLC Punk vibe.
The film shows Shaun's transition to hip crew cut-wearing

•

•

-

Paris, Je T'Aime

little things happening around
the edges as people fight,
drink, carouse, piss, sing and
drunkenly try to proposition
each other. The fight scenes are
also incredible: Beowolf's naked fight with Grendel is both
funny (in that his naughty bits
are always obscured) and very
cool. The long fight scene at
the end between Beowulf and
the dragon just keeps getting
more and more awesome as it
goes along. A truly great film.
-David Lev

Ratatouille
A movement is currently afoot
to net Ratatouille a nomination
for the Best Picture Oscar, and
I think with good reason. The
animation, first of all, is nothing short of breathtaking. The
cartoon-loving world has been
waiting for decades for a proper
successor to the throne left by
Looney Tunes, and Pixar has
finally proven that they deserve
the seat. The physical comedy
in this movie (remember when
Remy pilots the sleeping chef?)
is staggeringly hilarious, and all
of the environments are unerringly beautiful.
The best part about Ratatouille, however, is how much damn
fun it is. Every minute of the
movie is brimming with unrestrained jubilance without any
dead weight dragging it down.
The film even manages to shuck
off a few kid's movie cliches,
making it progressive on top of
being simply excellent. I think,
for showing how flawlessly one
film can entertain any audience,
Ratatouille deserves the title of
Best Picture. Nick Martens

the world of sex, drugs, and
alcohol was destined to be an
instant classic. I had to see
the movie twice because the
first time I was laughing so •
much that I missed some of
the jokes and hilarious scenes
in this movie. Seth, Evan and
Fogell (a.k.a. McLovin) are
three friends trying to prove
their knowledge about girls to
each other and the rest of their *
high school. Although they
are made fun of, that doesnt
stop them. Perhaps one of
the most memorable scenes is
when, after a wild night of getting booze to impress girls and
partying, Seth comes back to
Evan's house where they share
pizza bites and express how
much they cherish each other's
friendship.
In one way or another this
movie can remind everyone
of people they knew in high
school. This movie is a must—
see for those ofyou who haven't.
-Gina Tzodikov

Into the Wild
After being forced to read
John Krakauer's Into the Wild
in high school, I figured there
was no way I would enjoy the
book's evil spawn, a blockbuster hit of the same name. So I
found myself surprised when I
got attached to the film. Based
on the true story of Christopher McCandless (a.k.a.
Alexander Supertramp) who
defined himself against pressures of materialism, the film
is a refreshing new addition to
theaters.
Christopher's
ambitious
Thoreau-inspired journey takes
him on unforgettable adventures until he reaches his ultimate goal, the untouched wilderness of Alaska. With such
idealism inspiring the protagonist (played by the talented
Emile Hirsch) there is a threat
of isolation from audience, but
this never takes shape on screen

Paris, Je T'Aime is technically a 2006 movie. But since
America is a little behind
sometimes, it opened here last
May to a smaller, but equally
as interested audience as it was
greeted with in Europe. I admit, I saw the title and rolled
my eyes automatically: wow, a
love movie in Paris. How original. Fortunately, this appealed
to my mother, who dragged me
to see it. It was not what either
of us was expecting, but I was
the one who walked out with
a newfound obsession, while
she was a little confused.
The movie itself is made up
of short films, each portraying
a different story based in Paris. They are technically "love"
stories, but in most cases, it
takes a while to find the love.
By the end, you were looking
for it in...all the right places.
I found my truest adoration
in the complexity of makin g
a five-minute film as power ful
as many of those. With experimental but beautiful (as it is
Paris) cinematography, along
with directors like Alfonso
Cuaron and Wes Craven, it is
an easy candidate for not only
one of the bests of the year,
but for one of my favorites of
all time. -Maggy Curran

•
PHOTO COURTESY: MOVIEWEB.COM

The cast of "This is England" lines up against an aluminum wall.

Stardust
This is, without a doubt,
my favorite movie of the year.
Based on the novel written by
Neil Gaiman and illustrated.
by Charles Vess, it tells the
tale of a young man who attempts to a woo a local beauty by promising to bring her
a fallen star and ends up in a
fairy tale of sorts. Charlie Cox,
Claire Danes, Robert DeNiro,
Michelle Pfeiffer, Ricky Gervais, Mark Strong and Jason
Flemyng are all quite brilliant
in their roles, with each one
portraying_ an interesting character tha t wanted to see more
of, particularly De Niro's pirate
captain and Cox's bumbling
hero.
Plus, there was so much cool
stuff that happened in the story:
swordfights, surprisingly nonmushy romance, magic, pirates,
witches, princes, ghosts and
unicorns. It was a rip-roaring
swashbuckler which had both a
good story and great characters,
and nearly every second made
me so very happy. David Lev
-

Superbad
Superbad was probably the
most talked — about movie of
the summer. This story, about
three socially awkward high
school senior guys exploring

anarchist and his eventual descent into a culture of racism. C
Not only is this film well-made
and endlessly entertaining, but
you feel like you are watching
a documentary of British life
in the early '80s. Movies this
revealing are usually too good
to believe, but This Is England
a
fully delivers. Elyssa Dah7
-

3:10 to Yuma
The new Western starring
Christian Bale and Russell.
Crowe has revitalized the ailing Western genre, breathing
new life into a corner of cinema that hasn't seen a good
film in a long time. Everything
about this movie is evocative of
classic Westerns, yet it stands
alone very well, despite being a
re-make of a 1957 film.
Christian Bale delivers yet
another great performance as
Dan Evans, a struggling farmer, and Russell Crowe is fantastic as his nemesis Ben Wade, a
notorious gunfighter and seriously raw dude (he kills a man
with a fork). 3:10 to Yuma has
some really great gunfights and
a terrific Western soundtrack.
Most importantly, this movie is the shot in the arm that
the Western genre has sorely
needed for the past decade or
so. -David Tveite

•
•
•
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The Best Albums of 2007
Feist
The Reminder

Dinosaur Jr.
Beyond
I was not even born by the
40 time Dinosaur Jr. released their
first album in 1985, but something about this spring's "Beyond" makes that seem completely irrelevant. "Beyond" is a
full statement from a well-developed band, not one of those
fit "findin; yourself" albums that
have Eooded the market recently:This album is the perfect
balance of toe-tappers ("Almost Ready"), solid rock songs
("Been There All The Time )
and lo. nger introspective tracks
("It's Me").
The album ditches weird new
techniques to solidify their
sound and create something
cohesive. It is as if they selected
all the characteristic elements
of their earlier sound and threw
them together. No worries,
though, "Beyond" is far from
stale.ou may not be shocked
by Dinosaur Jr.'s newest effort,
but there is something exciting
about a band that knows what
they are doing. Elyssa Dahl

•

-

Queens of the
Stone Age
Era Vulgaris
The future looked uncertain
for Palm Desert, CA's selfproclaimed pioneers of "robot
rock" when bassist Nick Oliveri
left the band in 2005. However,
in Queens of the Stone Age's
second studio record since Oliyeti's departure, frontman Josh
Homme proves once and for
all that this is his band. Era
Vulgaris is QOTSA's most ambitious record to date, blending
the spooky overtones of their
previous albums with lyrics
that evoke Homme's sardonic
sense of humor.
Tracks like "Turning on the
Screw" and "I'm Designer"
.1111 show off the caustic edge of
Josh Homme's songwriting.
The production is almost perfect, and despite a slew of guests

•

PHOTO COURTESY: KNUSTHAMBURG.DE

The release of "Neon Bible" saw the return of the Arcade Fire's highly-praised, energetic concert.

and impossible to put down.
"Ga" is much like their earlier
effort "Gimme Fiction," but
is more consistent, musically
complex, and has fewer infectious pop hooks. Sure, it has
just enough possible car commercial hits, but certainly not
at the expense of overall quality.
The majority of the album is
based on the band's ability to
utilize the endless possibilities
of the recording studio without
succumbing to mind-numbing
nine-minute songs. The appeal
of "Ga" comes from its ability
to escape the monotony that
characterizes many new indie
rock albums from established
bands these days. Fun to listen
to and widely-accessible, "Ga"
proves Spoon to be more than
just something fun to hum to
while strolling through the supermarket. -Elyssa Dahl

Radiohead
In Rainbows
When I listen to any Radiohead record, it can be difficult
to shake the feeling that Yorke
and Co. are operating on different level than any other
modern band. There is something different about their music that makes it unique and, if
not better, at least more inter-

celebrate their maturity Nick
Martens
-

Arcade Fire
Neon Bible
The year could not have started better than with the release
of Arcade Fire's second fulllength album, "Neon Bible."
It is a strange marriage of the
beautiful and the cacophonous,
an eclectic mix of acquired
tastes. It is oddly polished and
mature, considering A) the last
EP and full album, and B) how
many members the band actually has. It's actually pretty impressive how they can make a
decision...ever.
With seven members, and
about a million instruments,
they sound surprisingly organized. In concert, even more
so: the raucous crowd was
completely entranced by their
stage presence. Like the songs
on the album itself, each member of the band held their own,
did what they were supposed
to—and clashed while sounding, by some miracle, blended
and perfectly in tune. This album somehow snuck its way
into my subconscious, and
ultimately, my favorites list...
and not only because I touched
Win Butler's hand while he
crowd-surfed. Little babies,
let's go! -Maggy Curran

flavor (although this album is
more punk and less Celtic than
some of their previous ones),
and many of them are brilliant.
Starting from "The Old
North Bend," a stirring song
about Portland, OR's dubious
history, I knew this was going
to be a cool album. "Anchor
Tattoo" and "Serenity" are stirring punk songs, expressing
nostalgia and sadness for the
old days of punk music, two
emotions which in my experience are fairly absent from
punk music. "Damn This!" is
good if you just want an anpunk song. "Devil in the
tchen" is a nice traditional
Celtic fiddle track, a welcome
change near the end of the album. "Leaving of Liverpool" is
a faster, more energetic version
of an older Amadan song. All
in all, an exciting and refreshing album. David Lev
-

Panda Bear
Person Pitch
The third solo album from
Animal Collective's Panda

When I listen to music, I listen visually. And after watching
Feist's music video for their hit
song off of "The Reminder," "1
2 3 4," I finally realized why my
mind insists on putting images
with songs: It makes music so
much more awesome. Not only
is the song unbelievably catchy,
sung in Leslie Feist's throaty,
full voice, but everything that
happe-Is in the video is perfect. From her over-the-top
sequined body suit to the synchronized dancers in outfits of
various colors, only Feist could
pull off something this ridiculous. Along with that, songs
like "My Moon My Man" and
"I Feel It All" make the jazzy
quirkiness sound like genius.
There is a balanced combination of soft, solemn songs
and songs that should only be
sung wearing a rainbow-colored costume. Although nothing can slay my undying love
for the track "Mushaboom" on
"Let It Die," Feist's 2007 album
achieves what I find impossible:
outshining a practically impeccable debut. Maggy Curran
-

LCD Sounds stem
Sound of Silver
LCD Soundsystem's selftitled debut double-disc was
impressive, fun and cocky. Its
lead-off track, "Daft Punk is
Playing at My House," was the
most danceable song of 2005,
and the rest of the album was
full of top-tier electronica songs
tinged with delightful rock influences. However, that first record suggested little in the way
of emotional range from frontman James Murphy. Every track
was boastful, if sometimes self-

Voltaire
Ooky Spooky

•
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Radiohead's Thom Yorke may be insane, but he makes good music.

C

on top of the band's revolving
door line-up, it still sounds like
a lot of the bestparts of Queens'
earlier records. Era Vulgaris" is
a very solid record and hopefully a sign of things to come
from Queens of the Stone Age.
-David Tveite

Spoon
Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga
Austin band Spoon made
it clear with the summer
release of "Ga Ga Ga Ga
Ga" that they have found a
definitive sound. It is everything a rock album should
be: thoughtful, innovative,

esting than most contemporary
music.
In Rainbows continues this
trend, containing that imperceptible element that tells you
that you are listening to something special. While the album,
as a whole, is less sweeping and
grand than Radiohead's earlier
output, it compensates by being refined and subtle. Rarely
will In Rainbows blow you
away, but it will often move
you in ways more fleeting and
delicate than you would expect
from a formerly paranoid and
angst-ridden band.
If this is the sound of Radiohead grown up, I for one

Any album with a song named
"Zombie Prostitute" can't be all
that bad. And indeed, this album by Goth rocker Voltaire
is a very fun experience to listen to. People expecting scary
death metal or depressing emo
music, however, will be sorely
disappointed: although Voltaire might be singing about
death (undeath, actually), the
songs are quite lively, not to
mention funny and inventive.
And not all the songs have
to do with death: "Bomb New
jersey" is a fun little song about
Voltaire's hatred for his home
state, and "Cantina" is a parody
of a country song set in the
Mos Eisley Cantina from the
first Star Wars movie. All of
these songs are very cool, but
buyer beware: some of them,
particularly "Cantina" and
Zombie Prostitute," are quite
disturbing. David Lev
-

Amadan
Pacifica
Maybe I'm a bit biased, as
this band originated in my
home town of Corvallis, Or.,
but I really liked Amadan's
third album, "Pacifica." Almost all of the tracks are punk
songs with a distinct Celtic

PHOTO COURTESY: INDIECHRISTOPH.COM

Panda Bear's harmonies have earned Beach Boys comparisons.

Bear was one of the best surprises of 2007. Person Pitch's
seven songs are full of lush,
beautiful melodies and wonderfully crafted textures.
"Take Pills," one of the album's highlights, has an almost
dreamlike quality, featuring
hypnotic vocals over an incredibly dense and eclectic soundscope of samples.
True to form, upon listening
to "Person Pitch, ' it's almost
impossible not to think of the
Beach Boys. Panda Bear's vocals, buried beneath layers of
reverb, sound eerily similar to
Brian Wilson—and that right
there is some high praise. In
"Person Pitch," Panda Bear has
created one of the best psych-pop
albums to date. It is a rich, beautiful
album that outshines anything he
has done before, on his own or with
Animal Collective. David Tveite
-

effacing, and Murphy's voice
seldom strayed far from his distinctive swaggering style.
If LCD's follow-up, "Sound
of Silver," were to be characterized by one theme, it would be
Murphy's expansion of range.
The braggaducio is still present
on "North American Scum," but
"Sound of Silver" also features
tracks colored by insecurity ("All
My Friends"), distance ("Get
Innocuous") and even reverence
("Someone Great"). Murphy
also explores his vocal potential
to a much greater degree than
in his previous record. One moment his voice is as cold as a
machine's ("Sound of Silver")
and the next its dripping with
sentiment ("New York I Love
You"). The remarkable thing is
that Murhpy pulls off every style
he attempts and that, somehow,
such a diverse album feels cohesive. -Nick Martens
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Origin 23 Degrees nails atmosphere and
desserts, but their coffee comes up short

ASLIF'S 1110 IL/ SEKVICES/ NICK KIES I

(Left) The stylish, modern exterior of Origin 23. (Center) The cafe offers gelato as well the usual espresso drinks. (Right) Origin 23's interior is also sleek and modern.
By Gina Tzodikov

gtzodikov@ups.edu
A&E Writer
Despite what Nick Martens
says, I do not have a caffeine
addiction. I can go days without a coffee beverage.
ust for a moment though,
letsj suppose I did have caffeine
problem; I know another place
to go. Closer than the Art N'
Soul. Café and easier to get to
than my personal favorite, the
Mandolin Café, Origins 23
Degrees (located on 6th Av-

enue and S. Union) is an easy
destination to calm a caffeine
fix or even a sweet tooth.
This café is to the right of
Farrelli's Pizza, which makes it
convenient to stop by after eating there. Origins 23 Degrees
has a cozy atmosphere; the
dark wood tables, chairs, and
floor makes you feel at home.
There are both small and larger-sized tables that are great
for studying. The café also has
wireless internet so if your ResNet connection isn't working
in T/P, the SUB or the library,
you can come to the café, drink

your coffee and procrastinate
on Facebook.
Origins 23 Degrees offers
your standard coffee drinks:
lattes, mochas, americanos
etc. They also have assorted
teas and iced drinks. Baked
goods including small but
rich brownies, pumpkin bread
and Croissants complement
the sandwiches the café sells.
Gelato and sorbet are other
special items sold here. Of the
cafes that I've reviewed this is
the second one in Tacoma that
has had these Italian novelties
on the menu.

When I finally decided what
I wanted to order, I choose a
12oz dark chocolate mocha
and a small serving of pumpkin cheesecake gelato. I would
have to say that the café does
not make the best coffee drinks.
My mocha did have an intense
dark chocolate flavor, but I
could not taste the espresso
it tasted just like a hot chocolate beverage.
Even with this small disappointment, the gelato I ordered
was fantastic. It had all the right
pumpkin pie spices: nutmeg,
cinnamon and allspice. The

Rosewood displays UPS senior's
photography during holidays

swirls of cheesecake gelato that
were embedded in the pumpkin were creamy and made me
think I was eating real pumpkin cheesecake. I was able to
sample some raspberry sorbet
and a mocha brownie that my
friend ordered. Both were excellent — the raspberry sorbet
had real pieces of fruit in it and
the brownie was decadent.
Origins 23 Degrees is a quick
stop for a delicious dessert, but
perhaps is not the best place to
load up on caffeine if you like
strong coffee.
-Gina Tzodikov is an espressoholic.

Hungry for entertainment
AND fresh, hot popcorn?
Visit the new Century Olympia
14 Theatre at Westfield Capital
Shopping Center and get your

FREE POPCORN!

•

CENTURY* OLYMPIA
Located at Westfield Capital,
625 Black Lake Blvd. SW • Olympia, WA 98502
1-800-FANDANGO + Exp Code 993#
Visit www.cinemark.com for showtimes

WEE 85oz Popcorn When

•

You Purchase a Ticket!
Valid only at CENTURY OLYMPIA
625 Black Lake Blvd. SW
Olympia, WA 98502
Imionimmillimmin
lbashatileadrin Ilstvaid with Nig other oupsomptdd
Ilst aliihriplud. sneak Nowt presetagmulascesiss stri to
6
•-•
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BLUE MOUSE THEATRE

•
•

2611 N. Proctor St.
Friday Nov- 30th - Wednesday Dec 5th
Elizabeth:The Golden Age
Nightly @ 7:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday matinee @ 4:00 pm

Thursday December 6th

PHOTOS COURTESY/ NICK KIEST

Tacoma's Rosewood Cafe (3323 N. 26 St.), which A&E recommended earlier this semester, is currently
showing and selling six photographs by UPS senior and Photo Services general manager Nick Kiest.
(Left) Robotic graffiti. (Top right) The Experience Music Project. (Bottom right) The Millennium Eye.

" Its a wonderful Life" Benefit
9:00 am benefit show Breakfast
2:00 pm show admission $5.00
7:00 pm benefit show w/ reception @6:00 pm
253-752-9500 www.bluemousetheatre.com
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Wikipedia: the greatest distraction ever
By Kristoff Del Greco

This article may require cleanup to meet Reality's quality standards_

Cyberspace Surveyor

Please improve this article if you can.

Warning: the following article is heavily based on
the Internet. That being said,
I will prove my often-doubted
journalistic integrity by solemnly swearing that I will not
make any silly references to
the questionable content that
the Internet is well-known for
(read: porn), which you should
appreciate because my very being as a man demands I do so
shamelessly and often. I know
that if I start up, I won't be able
to stop until I get it all out of
my system. And nobody needs
that.
Last week, as final projects
began to surface in anticipation
of the end of the semester, a variety of problems arose in the
student body. Students were
getting to class late, not completing assignments, eating less,
drinking more caffeine-heavy
beverages and (oddly enough.)
they began to know interesting
details about very non-sequitur
subjects.
What is the source of this
last and mysterious symptom?
As this reporter conducted an
extensive research survey, I began to notice a trend that stuck
out more than a well-endowed
woman's...eyes. Every student
relied on one site: Wikipedia.
Wikipedia, "The online encyclopedia that anyone can
edit, contains an ever-growing
and vast database of information _that is -constantly being
updated (or vandalized) by
the millions of users that visit
daily. It's not hard to believe
that Wikipedia gets hundreds
of millions of hits a day, and it
seems that UPS students are a
growing part of that figure.
Ben Powers, a junior at an
unspecified college (by request),
aims to become a high school
teacher and was kind enough
to comment on the online encyclopedia.
"Oh, Wild? I love Wikipedia!
It's incredible! I remember four
years ago,writing essays seemed
a lot easier. I got accepted to
college by writing about how I
didnt want to become a teacher, I just wanted to read books
and discuss them. But recently,
I need more than just a clever
(and self-contradictory) con-

cept for my essays. So when I
need facts, either central to my
argument orjust for filler paragraphs, I use Wikipedia!" Powers exclaimed.
"Finally, I can use the Internet
for something other than looking at girl-on-girl [competitive debates] (Note: Erm, my
memory about this last part is
fuzzy, but I'm fairly sure it ended lice this)...heavily related to
women's rights and respect in
society today...which they totally deserve instead of being
ogled at like hot, attractive objects," Powers continued.
When questioned about the
frequency of his random digressions, Powers replied, "Oh,
every time, really. For example,
I initially was on Wikipedia to
look up information on cats. An
hour later, I'd gone from cats to
cat pictures with captions to
something called `4chan' to 'Internet hate machines' to hackers to Anti-Virus software to
military defense technology.
I started out looking up what
to feed my cat and ended up
reading about rail guns! It's so
much fun, and interesting too!"
Powers said.
He went on to explain, "I
can use it for other things too
though, like reading about the
various positions one can take
during se[rious]" discussions
concerning the current political climate in Europe (Sorry,
again. I don't know how I forgot what went there...).
But it's not just other students who are indulging in
Wikipedia-related digressions.
In a recent survey, 87 percent of
the students here at UPS said
they used Wikipedia often for
finding information. In fact, 75
percent of UPS students admit
they only began using Wildpedia within the last year. In a
follow-up free-response to that
question, students were asked
what their online source was
prior to Wikipedia.
Many students wrote something similar to this response:
"Before Wikipedia, I didn't really use any special sources online. In fact, until I discovered
Wikipedia, I basically used
the Internet for MySpace and
looking up hardcore [bands]."

Okay, you know what? I
tried. I really truly did, but
there's simply no way to tactfully manipulate what they're
saying so that it doesn't bring
up questionable adult content.
I know it's not my business to
critique people's lives (though
I do it often and loudly), but
what the hell, people?! Do you
know how much of the you
is entirely dedicated to
porn? Why bring that to regu-

lar things? Break the pattern
and mix it up a little! Here are
some examples that may already exist:
A site focusing on the current costs of material and
production of the various and
fine products sold at Victoria's
Secret. A website with a series
of videos following a team of
buff guy and busty girl ghosthunters as they travel the globe
in a VW van. An online comic

series about porn stars
who fight off evil using
a vast array of tools and
weapons in the shape
of breasts and reside in
their orbiting satellite base
named "Orgasmotron Sixxx."
Honey pot, bosoms, package,
beast with two backs, melons,
snatch, milk factories, trouser
snake, diving forpearls, busts,
cans, doing the M-ommy-Daddy Dance, knockers, gilding the
lily, fun-bags, bone yard, jugs,
stonking great tits!!!
•Please forgive Kristoff for his
many, many sick digressions.

Pending lawsuit against SUB,
Waffle Station to go to court

PHOTO COURTESY WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

By Alex Goya
Inside Scoop Artist
A district judge has agreed
to hear the case today against
the Waffle Station at the SUB
by the Full Fare Station for alleged predatory business practices. The case, which the Full
Fare Station hopes will reach
class-action status, states that
the Waffle Station has been
deliberately restricting supply
in order to increase demand.
"It's hard to believe that the
Waffle Station, or any business, can't predict the demand
for their product with at least
some degree of accuracy. Those
kinds of shortages, week after
week for the past three semesters, can only be attributed to
deliberate market manipulation," Jeb Fredrensen, the attorney for the Full Fare Station, complained.
He went on to add, "My client observed these highly illegal
business tactics and launched a
formal complaint against the
defendant and is seeking dam-

ages for loss of business. We
also hope that all of those who
have been affected by these
waffle shortages be fairly reimbursed for their time [waiting
in line] or their denial of access
to said waffles."
When asked about the possibility of a settlement, Waffle
Station spokesman Jack Krusteez had this to say, "We have
no intention of making any
out-of-court settlements. The
Waffle station has done nothing wrong and we feel that the
court is going to make a strong
ruling in our favor. Frankly, we
are surprised that the case even
made it to trial."
When asked about the allegations, Krusteez informed
us that "The Waffle Station is
in the business of serving customers with the greatest level
of service and quality. We don't
have any secret capacity that
we're hiding in order to charge
premium for our product of
gain market share; the demand
is simply higher than we can
provide for. Demand for waffles fluctuates and to increase
capacity we'd have to put substantial capital into R&D and
new waffle machines, and then
we'd have to hire more employees to run those new manufacturing plants. In today's market,
it's undeterminable whether we
can recoup those costs."
Is there any evidence to support the Full Fare's claim?
The Waffle Station produces

around 320 waffles for each
day it's open. Double that for
the two days it's open every
week (Saturday and Sunday)
and the Waffle Station cranks
out anywhere from 600-800
waffles per weekend.
If given
resources,
however, UPS students would
be estimated to consume
1,000-1,100 waffles per weekend. This represents around a
40% shortage of supply by the
Waffle Station. However, the
Waffle Station doesn't release
figures relating to gross sales
or profit margins, so we don't
know how much it costs to
produce a waffle or how much
the mark-up is.
If convicted, the Waffle Station could be liable for up to
$27,000 in direct damages
and another $92,000 in punitive damages to the Full- Fare
Station. However, if the lawsuit reaches class-action status, damages could be up to
$312,000 depending on how
many customers are determined to have been affected by
the waffle shortages.
If all goes according to the
Full Fare Station's plan, each
individual who has either
"purchased a waffle" or "has
had strong waffle-purchasing
intentions within the scope
of the 2007 2008 school year
would be eligible for up to
$8.12 or six waffles.
Alex's lawsuit over his missing
paychecks is next on the docket.
-
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UPS Men's team to face Swimmers show
tough division II school well at UW meet
By Zack Stoddard

By Cole Hawes

zstoddard@ups.edu

chawes@ups.edu

Sports Writer

Sports Writer

The UPS men's basketball
team faces Division II Cal State
Stanislaus in the Memorial
Fieldhouse tomorrow at 7:30
p.m. Men's basketball alumni
are scheduled to be honored at
the game. The alumni game on
Dec. 1, was cancelled because
not enough alumni could make
it.
The CSU Stanislaus Warriors have started the season
3-6 overall. They are led by senior guard Heath Colvin (16.2
points per game), sophomore
guard Calvin Westbrook (14.7
ppg) and 6'8" senior forward
Rick Cardoso (13.2 ppg).
The Loggers were 5-0 going
into the week. In their first five
games, UPS put up New England Patriot-esque numbers.
They averaged 100 points per
game while holding their opponents to 75. The two closest games they played were
15__point victories.
The team has five players
averaging over 10 points per
game, led by junior guard Antwan Williams (Portland, Ore.)
with 18 ppg. He also leads the
team in assists (7.4), steals (3.4)
and minutes played per game
(30.4). He is shooting a ridiculous 50% from behind the 3
point arc (Steve Kerr, the best
3-point shooter in history, only
shot 45%).
"We go hard in everything
we do, on and off of the court,
and the reason for that is to
produce successful results,"
Williams said.
The Loggers' third place finish in the Northwest Conference last year has provided motivation.
"We did not accomplish
what we wanted to last year,"
Williams said. This is a new
year, we have another chance
to prove to our conference,

As the fall semester nears an
end, the University of Puget
Sound swimming team hit the
pools for one last time in 2007,
sending representatives to two
events this past weekend-the
Husky Invitational and the
Northwest Invitational. The
two events took place on Friday, Nov. 30 and Saturday, Dec.
1, lasting all day on both occasions.
The Husky Invitational, hosted by the University of Washington, was held at the Weyerhauser King County Aquatic
Center, the site of the 2008
Northwest Conference swimming championship. This invitational looked to be a tough
competition for the Loggers
that participated, as some of
the best collegiate swimmers
in the nation were scheduled to
take part.
"The kind of competition
you run into at the Husky
meet is absolutely overwhelming sometimes," senior Amy
Polansky (Menominie, Wisc.)
said.
Some of the schools invited
to compete were big name
programs like the University
of Southern California, Notre
Dame, Michigan, California,
and Hawaii, among others.
There were even rumors flying
around that Olympic swimmer Amanda Beard was slated
to compete in the Invitational,
although the truth of such rumors is questionable. Because
of this wealth of talent, smaller
programs such as UPS and
Whitworth are often overshadowed.
"All weekend we watched
the kind of races where your
jaw just drops in awe of how
fast someone just swam" senior
Leesa Cotton (Keizer, Ore.)
said.
The Loggers swim team sent
three individual swimmers from
the men's side, as well as three
relay teams. Two of the three
individual swimmers, freshman James Butler (Henderson,
Nev.) and sophomore Jackson
Kowalski (Keizer, Ore.) swam
their way into the consolation
finals for the 200 yard backstroke, placing 29th and 30th,
finishing with times of 1:56.29
and 1:57.70, respectfully. The
third individual swimmer,
sophomore Aaron Hughes
(Ruston, Wash.), competed in
the 200 yard breaststroke and
also placed in the consolation
finals with a time of 2:17.95,
placing him 29th overall in the
field.
The relay teams, which com-

ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/MATT LOEWEN

UPS hoops fans only get one more chance to cheer before break.

our region and the nation that
we are a good team. We have
grown from last year and are
in the process of getting better and furthering that growth.
We have a great bond as a team
and everyone pulls together in
fighting for the same goal."
Senior guard Taylor Marsh
(Lynwood-, Wash.) has added
15- ppg, and leads the team in
3-pointers with 17.
it's different to not be picked
number one in league but I
think that it will help us stay
more focused on our goals and
not get caught up in the rankings. We are excited to play
Lewis and Clark since they
were picked to win our league,
and it definitely motivates us
to work hard and try to prove
people wrong," Marsh said.
"rfeel the advantage we have
over other teams is the intensity in our practices," Junior
forward James Pinkney (San
Diego, Calif.) said.
Pinkney has been particularly intense, leading the team
in blocked shots.
"Coach makes sure that we
are mentally prepared through-

-

out the season by facing us with
adversity. It makes us stronger
so when things don't go as we
planned during the games, we
can all fight through it and
ke_ep playing our game."
The team feeds off the intensity of its UPS fan base.
The student section is crazy
here," Pinkney said. "No other
team in our conference has the
fans that we do, and that's especially important with the
way we play. The more intense
the crowd, the more intense
the team."
This will be the Loggers' last
game until the Tom B_yron
Classic tournament in Santa
Barbara, Calif. on Dec. 28-29.
The Loggers start NWC play
on Jan. 4 at Pacific. They travel
to George Fox the next night,
then host Pacific Lutheran,
Linfield and Whitman. They
are at home against Whitworth when residential facilities reopen on Jan. 19.
-Zack Stoddard will have so much
body paint Saturday you won't be
able to tell he's naked.

Women's basketball dro
two tough games in a row
By Liz Cederberg

lcederberg@ups.edu
Sports Writer
Winter sports have descended upon us, and the women's
basketball team is looking to
make this season memorable.
Sophomoreguard Claire Ely
announces, "Our team goal has
always been to end up in the
top three in the league. Our
biggest competition thisyear
is probably George Fox. Over
the past few years an intense
rivalry has started between us,
so I'm excited to see how the
games go this year."
As the season begins to take
form, it will be interesting to
see how the games pan out.
The Loggers started out
the week with an away game
against Seattle Pacific. Although the women took a loss,
65-58, they kept up a worthy
fight. Throughout the first half
of this match-up, the Falcons

(3-0) brought out their physical game to bump the scoreboard to 21-7. By modifying
their tactics to incorporate the
Falcons' zone defense, the lady
Loggers refused to be pushed
around. As half time arrived,
Puget Sound had mule considerable progress but also still
had a ways to go to catch up
to Seattle Pacific. The Falcons
shot a notable 64.0% from the
floor in the first period, while
the Loggers struggled with
28.6% shooting.
Half time seemed to reinvigorate the Loggers because
in the first five minutes of the
second half, Puget Sound gave
the Falcons a 13-4 run, which
brought the teams within ten
points of each other.
As the game continued,
the offense of both teams approached somewhat of a deadlock. With eleven and a half
minutes to go, the Loggers
broke the draw and reached
within seven points of the Fal-

•

peted in the 400 yard freestyle
relay, took places 14-16 in the
event, above such teams as
the University of Hawaii and
Whitworth University.
From the women's side, only
Amy Polansky swam in an individual event for the Loggers,
placing 22nd overall in the 200
yard breaststroke with a time of
2:27.82. The women did send
two relay teams, however, the
first of which placed 18th in the
event thanks to strong team
performances. Led by Amy
Polansky, the rest of the relay
team is comprised of sophomores Katie Barton (Boise,
Ida.) and Elizabeth MacAfee
(Los Gatos, Calif.), as well as
Cotton. They finished higher
than five other teams, including two Boise State squads as
well as their own teammates,
who finished in 21st place.
The other invitational to take
place over the weekend was the
Northwest Invitational, held at
Linfield College in McMinnville, Oregon. With the team •
split, however, the showing for
the University of Puget Sound
at the Northwest Invitational
was not as strong as had been
hoped. Many of the top swimmers or relay teams for the
Loggers were at the Husky Invitational, and the result of this
was a shutout for the Loggers
in McMinnville. Because of
the lack of victories the women
finished seventh out of eight
teams, while the men of Puget
Sound finished in eighth place
as a team. The best finishes
of the day for the Loggers
were split, as one came from
the women and one from the
men. The overall best finish for
UPS in the meet was turned in
by sophomore Steve Webber
(Sandy, Ut.), who placed fourth •
in the 200 yard breaststroke
with a time of 2:30.43. The
performance of note from the
women of Puget Sound came
from freshman Sarah Wilson
(West Linn, Ore.), who placed
fifth in the 100 yard breaststroke with a time of 1:16.26,
just six seconds behind the
leader.
The full team will return to
McMinnville for their next
meet, which is not scheduled
to occur until school resumes
•
after winter break.
This meet, against Linfield
College, will take place on
Jan. 18, 2008, should feature a
whole team from the University of Puget Sound together
and ready to dominate the
Wildcats, who have yet to have
faced a full squad from the
Loggers.
-Cole Hawes is thinking of joining the swim team under the alias,
Shamus McSwimsfast.

•

•
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Junior Chelsi Shaw looks to pass.

cons. As the clock dropped
down to nine minutes, Seattle
Pacific faced a number of unforced turnovers which allowed
Puget Sound to deny any more
advances by the Falcons. With
1:58 left on the clock Chelsi
Shaw (Metaline Falls, Wash.)
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/PAUL WICKS
SEE HOOPS PI5

UPS swimmers showed that they could hang with D-I teams.
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brought the Loggers within six
points of Seattle Pacific. Unfortunately that was all that
could be done as the Falcons
*succeeded in holding Puget
Sound to a six point deficit.
Later in the week, the Loggers fell to the Saint Martin Saints 67-58. The Saints
started the game out strong
as they mounted 12-0 on the
'scoreboard within the first four
minutes.
Junior forward Andrea Edwards (Yakima, Wash.) put the
first numbers up for the Loggers as she hit a jumper early
in the game. Soon after, the
Saints came to have a 21 point
over the Loggers. This
didn't last for long as the Loggers came up with an 11-5 run
to finish off the half and close
up the score gap to fall within
12 points of Saint Martin.
In the second half the Loggers were able to make 37.7%
of their shots, but weren't able
to get any closer than within 6
points of Saint Martin. Senior

CONT. FROM PAGE 14
guard Laura Hirsh (Corvallis,
Ore.) led the Loggers with 15
points of the night. Sophomore point guard Claire Ely
(Walnut Creek, Calif.) added
a supplementary 11 points, 6
rebounds, and 4 assists.
Although these two losses
come as a disappointment to
the Loggers, the two games
played this week were nonconference games. Senior point
guard Marissa Cain (Highline,
Colo.) says for this season,
"[the team] is just expecting to
compete...if we come out every night, [and] play to our best
we'll be pretty successful. e look forward to every
opportunity we have to play...
we have to take it one game at
a time."
As conference games begin
to start this season, women's
basketball will surely be a sport
to go out and support.
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Catching some hang
time with Jason Foster

is this confidence that
helps Foster make big
plays when they are
Sports Writer
needed. Last year, he
led the team in scorWhen asked to
ing, putting up an avcomment on his pererage of 18.3 points in
sonal goals over his
the 24-game season.
remaining two seasons
Through 5 games, he
at UPS, the tall, calm,
is averaging 15 points
Tacoma native could
per game and will unonly reply, "Our team
doubtedly increase
wants to win a nationthis average as the year
al championship. That
progresses. However,
is the ultimate goal."
scoring is not the only
Over the past two
thing this 6'7" power
seasons, junior forward
forward is bringing to
J ason Foster (Tacoma,
the table.
Wash.) has wowed
Sophomore forward
crowds with his high
Bryce Levin (Everett,
flying dunks, smooth
Wash.) describes FosLiz Cederberg is planning on the moves from the post,
ter as "a very versatile
women's basketball team making a and his uncanny abilplayer that can do it all.
He s a great leader, he
run to the playoffs. ity to lead one of the
most prolific teams
pushes himself and his
on campus. The men's
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/HOLDEN SAPP teammates everyday to
basketball team's suc- Foster can often be found hanging out in the gym. get better."
cess cannot be attribHe leads the team
uted to one single player,
with his physicality on
tinue his career became a difbut Foster has definitely had his ficult decision for Foster and the court, which can be seen
hand in it. However, as you can he looked to his supportive through the statistics from last
see from his "personal goal", parents for help. He describes season. He led the team in fouls
this Foss High School gradu- his father as a savage" who al- per game (3.4), rebounds per
ate cares about his team, which ways pushes him in a positive game (6.6) and blocked shots
At this time last year, UPS has become more of a family to way. He claims his mother is per game (.8). He is a player
By Zack Stoddard
had 94 points, and ended up Foster during his stint as a Log- the most amazing lady ever that will do anything to help his
erstoddard@ups.edu
beating Linfield by 12 points
ger. He who always challenges him to team to
Sports Writer
at the end of the year. Linfield
loves pursue his dreams.
another
came on strong in the spring,
h i s
victory.
In
the
end,
Foster
decided
At the end of the fall sports winning 3 titles, coming secteam- to become a Logger,
Logger, citing the As the
seasons, Logger athletes have ond in 2 sports, and third in
mates education as a
force Loggers
taken the lead in the running the remaining 3 sports that
a n d behind his decision. Since enfor the Northwest Conference season. This year, however, the
claims rolling at UPS, Foster has ex- tam
a in
Mcllroy-Lewis All-Sports Wildcats are 5 points behind
that celled in the Business Leader- their
trophy. UPS has 85 points, 2 last )rear's pace.
this ship Program and will receive a focus
ahead of Whitworth and 17
The Whitworth Pirates apyear's minor in economics after next of takahead of cross-town rivals Pa- pear to be the top contenders
squad year. His academic prowess ing one
cific Lutheran.
to take the All-Sports trohas a has helped him to land an offer game at
UPS won the award for the phy away from UPS. Thanks
very from the Boeing Company as a a time,
first time in 2006, repeated in to coming first in men's socunique summer intern.
Foster
ak 2007, and look to take it for a
cer and football, they have 83
chemrwrm
Tnc pvI r
and his
Before
every
game,
a
lot
goes
third consecutive time in 2008. points and are only 2 behind
istry through Foster s head as the team Logger athletes owe their the Loggers. In the winter as everyone gets along so well.
mates
success not only to their abil- and spring of last year, Whit- This chemistry has led the athletic training staff tapes his look to avenge the Northwest
ankles
and
he
quietly
prays.
ity to consistently win several worth earned 162 points while Loggers to a 5-0 start to the
Conference title that eluded
NWC tides each year, but to the Loggers earned 159. If the 2007-08 season as they look As he focuses on the game them last season.
plan
Coach
Justin
Lunt
has
set
perform strongly across all same happens this year, Whit- toward the start of league play
In ten years, Foster jokingly
sports. Since tzie fall of 2005, worth would take the trophy by on Jan. 4th against Pacific Uni- forth, he can't help but keep replied that he would either be
the
words
"complete
and
total
no Logger sport has finished a point.
versity of Oregon.
domination" out of his mind. It in Disneyland orplaying video
worse than 6th in the 10-team
Last year, UPS won 5 NWC
So who is Jason Foster? He
games, and would definitely be
conference.
championships, including claims that he has played basretired. However, this LogWomen's soccer won UPS's women's and men's soccer, ketball for as long as he can
ger has some big dreams. Afsole NWC tide this fall. women's swimming, women's remember and has always had
ter college, he plans to try his
Women's cross country fin- basketball and women's golf. a passion for the sport. He
luck in the professional basished second to Willamette In 2005-2006, UPS's 3 cham- was an all-conference player
ketball leagues overseas. If this
(the 9th fastest team in the na- pionships came in women's throughout his high school cadoes not work out, he wants to
tion) and women's volleyball soccer, women's swimming, reer and was the team captain
start his career in the business
finished second to PLU (who and men's basketball.
during both his junior and seworld, employing the wealth
they dominated in straight sets
PLU won the All-Sports tro- nior years. In the spring, Fosof knowledge he has received
in the playoffs). Mens soc- phy from 1986 to 2000. From ter would take time off from
here at UPS. The uncertainty
cer finished third, men's cross 2001 to 2005, Linfield won hoops and compete for his
in his voice regarding the fucountry finished fourth, and three times and Whitworth school's golf team. His time
ture is undeniably attributed to
football tied Menlo for fifth.
and PLU each won once. UPS on the links was a nice change
the fact that this student athThe conference champion took the award from Whit- of pace after a competitive and
lete will have many options.
earns 18 points towards the worth by 3 points in 2006.
intense basketball season. His
For now, Foster will not worry
All-Sports trophy. The runnerUPS has been a member of contributions to the Foss High
about his personal growth, but
up gets 16, third place gets 14, the Northwest Conference School basketball team drew
the growth of the team and his
decreasing by 2 points for each since the fall of 1996.
attention from many college
teammates that he has grown
team beyond that. In the event
coaches. His combinato love. Logger basketZack Stoddard contributed his 12 tion of height, shooting
of a tie, the points are split
ball fans see this passion
evenly (for example, two teams points to the total. What have YOU ability and versatility
every weekend as they
sharing first place each earn 17 done?
as a player made him
watch Foster doing anypointsI.
an attractive athlete
thing he can to get the
around which a coach
next win.
could build a program.
Foster and the Loggers
CURRENT ALL — SPORTS TROPHY STANDINGS
Given his commitwill attempt to continue
their campaign for a
total ment in the classroom
fb
mxc vvxc wsoc msoc vb
School
and
on
the
court,
Foster
conference and national
9
85
18
14
16
16
Puget Sound 12
was recruited by imchampionship as they
18
83
18
8
9
16
Whitworth 14
pressive academic inhead into leagueplay at
15
68
9
16
18
6
Pacific Lute 4
stitutions
like
the
Air
the beginning of- Janu67
15
6
8
8
14
Linfield
16
Force Academy, Wilary.
12
64
10
4
2
18
Willamette 18
liam & Mary, Harvard,
-Brian Ames is "that" guy.
54
13
10
11
12
Whitman
8
and other Ivy League
38
4
13
6
5
George Fox 10
You know what I'm
schools. The choice of
A
14
6
33
2
5
Lewis and Cl. 6
talking about.
Ann PHOTO SERVICES/ H O L DEN w rr
where he would con- Above: Big time air. Below: Its 1a.m., where are you?
11
31
4
12
Pacific
2
2
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By Brian Ames

bames@ups.edu

.UPS on the way to
winning All-Sports
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Laura, Heidi, Morgan and Marissa:
Hoops Senior women on a mission
spirit is so high," Harter said.
"With the whole riv alry
vghiringhelli@ups.edu
against George Fox last year
Assistant Sports Editor
and how well we know their
team, I know we are pretty exOne by one, the girls basket- cited to play them again. But
ball team started to show up at really, we are excited for all of
Memorial Fieldhouse for prac- our game opportunities this
tice following a loss to Division year,"-Hirsh said.
The Loggers seemed primed
two Saint Martins.
"I'm worried about practice to finally sit alone atop the
power ranking this season, but
tot," one person says.
"Could be a long one today," disaster seemed to strike the
team in thousand fold. Perensomeone else replies.
To seniors Morgan Har- nial All Conference selection
ter (Edmonds, Wash.), Heidi Allison Craven opted not to
Covington (Portland, Ore.), play her senior year along with
Marissa Cain (Tacoma, Wash.) two other seniors: Stephanie
and Laura Hirsh (Corvallis, Senescall and Annie Judd.
The roster was slim and the
Ore.) a loss is just another part
probability of returning to
of the season.
"Losing a game is a learn- domination seemed low, but
ing experience. Each game it's these four seniors always kept
important to reflect upon what in high spirits about the team.
It s a growing experience.
we did well and what we need
to work on doing better," Har- It's weird to be a senior because
ter said. "We have a cheer we every player I have played with
do after every game where we before is pretty much gone
say 'together, we did.' We are now," Harter said. "We are a
a team. We win and lose as a completely new team this year,
but that is the most exciting
team."
As a team, the Lady Loggers part about it. Our expectations
are not exactly accustomed to for this year are based upon the
seeing a very high number in group we have, and as always
the loss column. Since 2000, we expect excellence from ourthe women's basketball pro- selves
"Every year you lose some
gram is an astounding 142-46.
For those of you without a players, and every year you gain
calculator handy, that equals some. With all of the new playa mind blowing winning per- ers and our returners, we have
really come together as one,"
centage of .755.
"Our priority is to continue Hirsh said.
And Hirsh is right about the
to play with pride and represent Logger basketball," Heidi new faces. Of the twelve playCovington said of the team's ers on the roster, five of them
are brand new to the program.
success.
This season, UPS looks to This team relies heavily on secapture their first sole posses- nior leadership, especially from
sion of the conference champi- Hirsh, a first team all conferonship since the 1997 season. ence selection and Cain, an
Though the team has won two honorable mention post-playNVVC championships in the er.
The three transfers on the
last 4 years, they have both
been shared with another team; team, Caitlyn Faidely (Seattle,
the most recent being last years Wash.), Chelsi Shaw (Matawith co-champion the George line Falls, Wash.) and Andrea
Edwards (Yakima, Wash.) all
Fox University Bruins.
The Bruins are a_joerennial
rence, in the Northwest
Conference,
and UPS has dee
Conf
veloped a pretty bitter rivalry
with them. GFU has grabbed
four of the last 7 championships and had to beat the Loggers in the last game of the
regular season to grab a share
of the crown. However, UPS
got the better of the Bruins in
the playoffs and ended their
season.
"George Fox is always fun to
play because the competitive

By Vince Ghiringhelli
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come off the bench and play
regular minutes. Without
these three players coming to
UPS, the team would be left in
a pretty tough spot and would
be forced to play some of the
younger players. While they
might be good players, it is always good to have experience
on the court in games as crucial
as the ones UPS will be playing
this season.
"Everyone is doing well. We
have great team chemistry, and
with time everything will come
together on the court," Cain
said.
There is no wonder that this
program has had so much success in past years. These four
seniors did not even want to be
featured in any individual articles because it would detract
from the other people on the
team. Coming to an agreement
with them included doing a
feature about the four seniors
instead of just one. This is an
even bigger tribute to how focused and unselfish the team as
a whole has become.
In fact, one of these girls is
not even in the starting lineup.
The "sixth man" is one of the
most important players on a
team, and it takes a very nonself involved player to fill the
role effectively.
"My personal goal is always
to provide a spark and make
a difference when I get in the
game." Covington said.
The ladies have had a slow
start to the year, posting a 2-2
mark so far. There is no question that this squad is talented
and is capable of doing very big
things this season, including
making a return trip deep in to
the national tournament.
Marissa Cain summed up
the goals for the year in one
simple• word.
I
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Vince Ghiringhelli thinks we
need more guards like he needs more
consonants in his last name.
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Heidi

Favorite movie?
The Breakfast Club
Favorite food?
Either mexican or sushi
Major/Minor?
Psychology major, Environmental Studies minor
Favorite vacation spot?
San Juan Islands
Why did you choose
UPS?
To be in the Pacific
Northwest and the opportunity to play basketball for a
pretty amazing program.
Plans upon graduating?
Applying to grad school
for next year.
Are you a part of any
other clubs or groups on
campus, and if so, which
ones?
No.

Morgan
Favorite movie?
Saved
Favorite food?
Italian
Major/Minor?
Communication Studies
Favorite vacation spot?
Anywhere with blue
water, white sand and palm
trees.
Why did you choose
UPS?
The academic atmosphere
was very impressive. I was
really drawn to the dedication of the program.
Plans upon graduating?
I am applying to GradSchoo_.
Are you a part of any
other clubs or groups on
11 campus, and if so, which
ones?
No

Favorite movie?
Super Troopers
Favorite food?
Thai food
Major/Minor?
Psychology major and
Business major
Favorite vacation spot?
Lake Tahoe
Why didyou choose
4
UPS?
Coaching staff and
location
Plans upon graduating?
Traveling through Europe and then finding a job
around Tacoma
Are you a part of any
other clubs or groups on
campus, and if so, which
ones?
SAAC vice president,
Gamma Phi Beta

•
Marissa
Favorite movie?
Right now it's Snatch
Favorite food?
Sushi
Major/Minor?
Business/Japanese?
Favorite vacation spot?
VEGAS!
Why did you choose
UPS?
I look good in maroon
Plans upon graduating? •
Just hoping to graduate
Are you a part of any
other clubs or groups on
campus, and if so, which
ones?
Unfortunately no
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UPS to Airport
•

32

per person
One-way to/from SeaTac Airport
Fuel Surcharge not included

Convenient 24-Hour Pick-Up Locations:

Student Union • Wheelock Center
For UPS Web Discount, go to

www.ShuttleExpress.com
go to Promotions tab, University Portals, click on UPS.
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No matter how formal they appear, the UPS Seniors are always staying loose, on and off the court.

